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Prefa©e
Volume I
The second High Speed Research Program Sonic Boom Workshop was
held at NASA Ames Research Center May 12-14, 1993. The purpose of
this workshop was to provide a forum for government, industry and
university participants to present and discuss progress in their research.
The workshop was organized into three sessions dealing with
atmospheric propagation, acceptability and configuration design.
Attendance at the workshop was by invitation only.
This volume of the workshop proceedings includes papers on
atmospheric propagation and acceptability studies. Significant progress
is noted in these areas in the time since the previous workshop a year
earlier. In particular, several papers demonstrate an improved capability
to model the effect of atmospheric turbulence on sonic booms. This is a
key issue in determining the stability and, ultimately, the acceptability,
of shaped sonic booms. In the area of acceptability, the PLdB metric has
withstood considerable scrutiny and is validated as a loudness metric for
a wide variety of sonic boom shapes. The differential loudness of
asymmetric sonic booms is better understood, too.
__ PAGE BLANK NOT FILMIFD
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Progress in Modeling Atmospheric Propagation
of Sonic Booms
Allan D. Pierce
The Pennsylvania State University
Graduate Program in Acoustics
157 Hammond Building
University Park, PA, 16802
Presentation at NASA HSR Sonic Boom Workshop
NASA Ames Research Center
May 12-14, 1993
The improved simulation of sonic boom propagation through the real atmosphere re-
quires greater understanding of how the transient acoustic pulses popularly termed
sonic booms are affected by humidity and turbulence. A realistic atmosphere is in-
variably somewhat turbulent, and may be characterized by an ambient fluid velocity
v and sound speed c that vary from point to point. The absolute humidity will also
vary from point to point, although possibly not as irregularly. What is ideally de-
sired is a relatively simple scheme for predicting the probable spreads in key sonic
boom signature parameters. Such parameters could be peak amplitudes, rise times, or
gross quantities obtainable by signal processing that correlate well with annoyance or
damage potential. The practical desire tbr the prediction scheme is that it require a
relatively small amount of knowledge, possibly of a statistical nature, concerning the
atmosphere along the propagation path from the aircraft to the ground. The impact
of such a scheme, if developed, implemented, and verified, would be that it would
give the persons who make planning decisions a tool for assessing the magnitude of
envirorunental problems that might result from any given overflight or sequence of
overflights.
P_NNSTnT"E
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Realistic Sonic Boom Propagation Problem
• Ttubulent atmosphere
• diffraction by smaller turbulent eddies
• focusing and defocusing by larger turbulent eddies
• Molecular relaxation important
• Humidity controls molecular relaxation
+ Nonlinear distortion
• tendency toward waveform steepening
• stretching of waveform
• more rapid elimination of very narrow spikes
• overtaking of closely-spaced shocks
2
Thetechnicalapproachthathasbeenfollowedby theauthorandsomeof hiscol-
leaguesis to formulateahierarchyof simpleapproximatemodelsbasedon fundamen-
tal physicalprinciplesandthento testthesemodelsagainstexistingdata.
For propagation of sonic booms and of other types of acoustic pulses in nonturbu-
lent model atmospheres, there exists a basic overall theoretical model that has evolved
as an outgrowth of geometrical acoustics. This theoretical model depicts the sound
as propagating within ray tubes in a mariner analogous to sound in a waveguide of
slowly varying cross-section. Propagation along the ray tube is quasi-one-dimensional,
and a wave equation for unidirectional wave propagation is used. A nonlinear term
is added to this equation to account for nonlinear steepening, and the formulation has
been carried through to allow for spatially varying sound speed, ambient density, and
ambient wind velocities. The model intrinsically neglects diffraction, so it cannot take
into account what has previously been mentioned in the literature as possibly impor-
tant mechanisms for turbulence-related distortion. The model as originally developed
could predict an idealized N-waveform which often agrees with data in terms of peak
amplitude and overall positive phase duration. It is possible, moreover, to develop
simple methods based on the physics of relaxation processes for incorporating molecu-
lar relaxation into the quasi-one-dimensional model of nonlinear propagation along ray
tubes.
II
Simpler Propagation Models
• Propagation along ray tubes
• stratified atmosphere
• turbulence ignored
• spiking and roundening effects not predicted
• Model can account for
• gross magnification m_d demagnification
• nonlinear distortion
• molecular relaxation contribution to rise times
W
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There are currently two methods that are in use for carrying out such an incorporation
of relaxation phenomena into propagation predictions; one is a numerical algorithm
that arose out of the 1973 doctoral dissertation by Pestorius, which carries forward the
propagation along a ray tube as an alternating sequence of two basic types of steps.
In one step one has linear propagation of a Fourier superposition of frequency compo-
nents, and each frequency component is shifted in phase and attenuated in an appro-
priate manner with propagation along a given distance interval. In the other step, the
nonlinear distortion is carried out according to inviscid weak shock theory through the
same distance interval.
The author and his colleagues, on the other hand, have been working with an explicit
set of approximate partial differential equations analogous to Burgers' equation, an
early version of which can be found in the author's 1981 textbook. One very sim-
ple model that has been used by the author and his colleagues is what is termed the
asymptotic quasi-steady theory of sonic boom waveforms.
Solution Techniques
PENN_
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• "IYansient evolution using Pestorius algorithm
• split-step algorithm
• nonlinear distortion step
• molecular relaxation step using Fourier transforms
• Asymptotic quasi-steady theory
• basic waveform shape predicted with neglect of molecular
relaxation
• rise-1)hase corrected for molecular relaxation
• correction based on local humidity, temperature, and net
pressure jump in shock
Theasymptoticquasi-steadytheorypredictsanexplicitwaveformshapenearthe lead-
ing shock,giventhewaveformpeakamplitudeandthelocalhumidityandtempera-
ture. Themodelincorporatesmodecularrelaxation,whichis slowerfor dryerair and
consequentlyacauseof sharperbangsin humidair.
Thiscanaltematelybetermedthe"steady-state"modelor the"quasi-frozenwave-
form" model.Theterminologyis not ideal,andonemustfirst understandthedetailed
assumptionsinvolvedbeforeadoptinganyconceptionsaboutwhattheterminologyim-
plies.Theideasinvolvedgobackto earlypapersby G. I. TaylorandRichardBecker
on thestructureof shockwaves,onlyherethemechanismsof interestaremolecular
relaxationratherthanviscosityor thermalconduction.Thefirsttenetof thetheory
is thatmolecularelaxationis importantonly in therisephaseof waveforms.Such
seemsjustifiedbecausethecharacteristictimes,suchaspositivephaseduration,asso-
ciatedwithotherportionsof thewavefonnareinvariablymuchlongerthanthechar-
acteristicrelaxationtimesfor molecularelaxation.Duringmostof thetimeat which
thewaveformis beingreceived,it is reasonableto assumethattheair is in complete
quasi-staticthermodynamicequilibrium.Molecularelaxationis a nonequilibriumther-
modynamicphenomenonandis importantonly whenpressureis changingrapidly,
with characteristictimesof theorderof a fewmillisecondsor less.
Molecular-relaxation correction
• Rise-phase prediction near t = t._h:
P = (Ap)._hf,.i._e(t - t_h, parameters)
frise(T, parameters) ---, 0 as 7 --* -co
frise(T, parameters) _ (Ap)sh as r ---* +oo
• parameters are (Ap)sh, temperature, and humidity
• Composite expression:
p =Pba._ic(t)H(t_h - t)
+ (AP)._hf,.iso(t - t._,,, parameters)
+ - H(t -
_Sr_-_
W
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A second hypothesis, which is related to the first, but which requires extensive analy-
sis for its justification, is that the rise phase of the wavefoml is determined solely by
the peak overpressure of the shock and the local properties of the atmosphere. Strictly
speaking, one expects the wavetbnn received at a local point to be the result of a
gradual evolution that took place over the entire propagation path, so it depends in
principle on the totality of the atmospheric properties along the path. However, an N-
wave shape, or at least the positive phase portion, is often established fairly close to
the source (i.e., the flight trajectory in the case of sonic boom generation) relative to
the overall propagation distance. With increasing propagation distance, the peak over-
pressure decreases, but does so very slowly, and the positive phase duration increases,
but also does so very slowly. There is a net loss of energy from the wave and the
loss takes place ahnost entirely within the rise phases of the shocks. However, the
manner in which the peak overpressure decreases and the positive phase duration in-
creases is virtually independent of the energy loss mechanism.
One should note in particular that the model based on the asymptotic quasi-steady
theory predicts rise times.
Rise-time prediction
• (At)riso is time interval for frise(t-t_,,, parameters) to rise fl'om 0.1
to 0.9.
• parameters are (Ap)._h, temperature, and humidity
• (At)rise iS flmction of "parameters"
(At)ri_ : F([Ap]sh, temperatttre, humidity)
where F is "universar' flmction.
Pt_,_S'rA_
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Theviewgraphheresketchestheprincipalideasthatareembodiedin calculatingthe
rise-phaseof a sonicboomprofileaccordingto thequasi-statictheory.Theparameter
in thediagraJnis x -- vsht. Ahead of the shock the overpressure p is asymptoti-
cally zero, and file theory predicts the manner in which it approaches zero. Behind
the shock p asymptotically approaches the net shock overpressure Psh, and here again
the theory predicts the manner in which this asymptotic limit is achieve. For points in
between one must must numerically solve a set of coupled ordinary nonlinear differen-
tial equations. One interesting aspect of the solution is that the nitrogen relaxation is
only important is the later portion of this rise phase.
i
Early rise phase:"Os relaxation dominates
Later rise phase: Na relaxation dominates
The theoretical rise phase is determined using asymptotic
and numerlcai solution methods:
Asymptotic
solution
P
Early riN phase
o_sP_
o 1 1' _
Numerical Integration Asymptotic
of nonlinear coupled solution
equations
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Kangcarriedoutdetailedcomparisonsof thepredictionsof thefrozen-profilemodel
with actualwavefonnsof sonicbooms,recordedby theUSAir Forcein theMojave
Desertin 1987.Theoriginalcomparisonreportedin Kang'sdoctoralthesis,unfortu-
nately,wasflawedbecausethereflectionat thegroundwasincorrectlytakenintoac-
count. (Thatsuchmayhavebeenthecasewasfirst suggestedto theauthorby Gerry
McAninchasa resultof a conversationwith AlanWenzel.)
Waveforms measured during flight tests
at ground level
* (At)rise can be measured for each data sample.
* Theory predicts
(At,)ri._o = F([AP]._h, temperature, humidity)
where F is "universal" flmction.
• For comparison of data with theory, what value of [Ap]_h does one
use in the "universal flmction" F?
• Theory is b_sed on idealization of plane wave propagating in one
direction through unbounded medium. Measurements were made
on the ground
Wr.NNSTATE
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Thecorrectedproceduretakesthegroundasrigid andthereflectionprocessas lin-
ear,sothatthewavefomlat thegroundhasthesametimedependenceastheincident
wave,only theamplitudeis twiceasgreat.The theoretical predictions based on accu-
mutated nonlinear effects for a unidirectional propagating wave are applicable to the
so-inferred incident wave.
Rigid ground idealization:
Pgrounct = 2pinc; (/_P)sh,gr,,d = 2(A_9)sh,inc
• Theory predicts a flmction F, where
(At)rise = F([Ap]._h,hlc, temperature, humidity)
decreases with increasing (Ap) roughly as (Ap) -1
• Previous comparisons were erroneously based on above with
arg-ument taken as [Ap]sh,grnd rather than (1/2)[Ap]_h,grnd
• Using a (Ap) that is too large by a factor of 2 means you tend to
underpredict the rise time.
W
This summarizes the comparison of rise time data with the asymptotic quasi-steady-
state theory. The overpressures on the horizontal axis are those actually observed in
wavefonns recorded at the ground. The theoretical curve is derived assuming that the
incident wave's overpressure is one-half of what is measured. All of the data was
taken at times when the humidity mad temperature were very nearly the same, so one
theoretical curve suffices lbr the entire data set. The data was taken in 1987 in the
Mojave desert, with various airplanes, flying at various altitudes and with various
Mach numbers. The relative humidity was 24% and the temperature at the ground
was 33 ° C.
rise
time
(sec)
10-:1.
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Theoverallresultof the comparison, with ground reflection taken into account as here
described, is that the theoretically predicted rise times are roughly the same as the av-
erage rise time of the experimental wavefonns under conditions of the same incident
wavefonn pressure amplitude and the same atmospheric humidity.
Inferences from updated theory-data comparison:
• Relaxation theory predicts rise times of correct order of mag_fitude
• Theoretical predictions of rise tinms tend (but not in all cases) to
be lower than observed in field data
* Turbulence is major factor in rise Limes.
m,e_SraTE
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Therisephasestructureof thewavefonnis basicallya tug-of-warbetweennonlin-
earsteepeningandmolecularelaxation.Whentheboompassesthrougharegion
wherethemolecularelaxationis weaker,thenonlinearsteepeningcausesthewave-
form to sharpenup andcausestherisetimeto decreaseuntil themechanismsbalance
eachotherout. Onecanassociatea characteristicadjusuuenttimewith thisrestora-
tionof thebalancebetweenthetwomechanisms.Thequasi-steadyhypothesisused
in thesimplermodelshypothesisrestson theassertionthatthischaracteristicadjust-
menttimeis substantiallylessthananycharacteristictimeit takesfor thewaveform
to propagateovera pathsegmentwithinwhichtherelevantatmosphericproperties(especiallytheabsolutehumidity)changeappreciably.A currentquestionregarding
thecloselyrelatedandcompetingeffectsof molecularelaxationandnonlinearsteep-
eningis just howresilientis thesteady-statemodel.
Raspethasreferredto thecharacteristicdistanceoverwhichrecoveryfromaperturba-
tion to theasymptoticwavetbnntakesplaceasthehealingdistance.
Concept of healing distance:
• Suppose rise phase of waveform slightly perturbed from asymptotic
quasi-steady-state form
• For fln'ther propagation through a homogeneous medium, the
perturbation dies out
• Rise phase eventually evolves to asymptotic form that depends on
x and t only in combination x - V_ht.
• What is characteristic additional propagation distance for the
perturbation to die out?
r_d_NSrh_
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Thequestionof themagnitudeof thehealingdistancehasbeenansweredtentatively
by detailednunlericalcomputationsof transientevolutionof wavefonnsoverlarge
propagationdistancesby Raspetandothers,with theapparentpredictionthatit takes
propagationdistancesof severalkilometers(thevaluedependingon thepeakampli-
tude)for thewavefonnto recoverfromslightperturbationsin thesteady-stateshape.
Evenmoresothanis thecasefor therisetime,thereis room for considerable arbi-
trariness in the definition of this healing distance. The present author suspects that
one can devise a meaningful definition for which the numerical value of this healing
distance is less than a kilometer lbr representative cases of interest.
That the latter speculation has some credibility can be seen at once when one consid-
ers that a typical value for the pertinent relaxation time is about 1 ms (correspond-
ing to the relaxation time of N2 in air with 50% relative humidity). The waveform
moves with roughly the sound speed, which is of the order of 340 m/s, and a pressure
amplitude of 50 Pa would move with an additional speed increment of tiP/poe =
1.2)50/400 = 0.15 m/s. If such a peak lags a zero-crossing by a distance of
.001)(340) m, then the distance for it to overtake the zero-crossing in the absence
of any dissipation effect is approximately (.001)(340)2/0.15 or 0.8 kin. To put such
an estimate in perspective, one can contrast this with a distance of 11 km for a typical
height of the tropopause and with a representative distance of 15 km for a ray trajec-
tory from the aircraft flight track to the ground. The numbers sometimes mentioned
for the thickness of the atmosphere's turbulent boundary layer, on the other hand, are
much smaller, on the order of 1 to 2 kin.
Order of magnitude of healing distance:
• Take pertinent relaxation time as 1 ms
• Waveform moves with speed c _ 340 m/s
• Pressure amplitude of 50 Pa moves with additional speed increment
of
i3(AP)lPoc = (1.2)(50)/(400) = 0.15 m/s
• Propagation distance for peak to overtake zero crossing in absence
of dissipation:
i'ENNSIA_
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(0.001)(340)2/0.15 _ 0.8 km
13
Kangandtheauthorsometimeagoinitiatedasystematicstudyof the tendency to-
ward the steady-state profile in which the analysis was based more on analytic con-
siderations rather than lengthy nulnerical case studies. In this theory the steady-state
profile provides a framework whereby perturbations to the profile can be regarded as
a superposition of natural eigenfunctions of fixed shape as seen by someone moving
with the nominal shock speed. Each such natural eigenfunction has its own natural
decay time which results as an eigenvalue in the theory. The task then emerges of
systematically detennining these eigenfunctions and the associated eigenvalues.
Eigenfunctions and characteristic healing distances:
• Propagation equations are
Ou Ou Ou _, 02u Ou,,
m , : - 0_,_ Ox
11
-0
OUl, 1 cgu
0-'7-+ --u,, =
"5, Ot
where p = poxu.
• Steady state solution is
u = F(_); u,, = g,,(_)
where ,[ = x - Eht.
• Take perturbed solution to be of form
W..NNSD.TE
_ = F(_) + _(_)_,-_x; u,, = F,,(_) + ¢,,(_)e -_'x
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Thissummarizesthemathematicalproblemthatideallyshouldbesolvedto determine
a sequenceof healingdistances.Oneexpectstheso-posedeigenvalueproblemto have
severalsolutionsthatcorrespondto realeigenfunctions.Thestructureof theproblem
is still to bestudied,andonedoesnothaveanyorthogonalitytheoremsasyet regard-
ing differenteigenvectorfunctions.However,a crudesolutioncanbe foundif one
replacesthegoverningequationsby Burgers'equationwithaneffectivebulkviscosity.
Equations governing healing eigenfunctions:
u = F(_)+ 'o(_)e-:'x; u,, = F,,(_)+ ¢,,(_)e-_x
are inserted into propagation equations; one keeps only linear
terms in the "O's, with result in matrix form
[c]{'o}= A[M]("O}+ A2[_("O}
where [/2] , [.M], and [A/'] are 3-by-3 matrices made up of linear
operators, each possibly involving differentiation with respect to
and the steady state profile fimctions F(_), F1 (_), F2(_)
• {"O} is an eigenflmction array (¢, ¢1,"O2)
• Nontrivial solution (boundary condition of "O's equal to zero at
= 4-00) exists only for special values of A.
• Special values of ,k construed as eigenvalues and as reciprocals of
m,_sr_haracteristic healing distances.
J
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Predictions of healing distance
based on effective bulk viscosity:
2
(%ppar PC 2
Lhea' = 16-"_ (/3(_P)sh)
(%ppar = #bul___k+ ...
2p
• Tisza's equivalence:
#bulk _ 2pc(Ac),,r,,
• so we infer
W_NNSTATE
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Representative numerical values
based on effective bulk viscosity:
• Typical numerical values (02 relaxation)
(Ap)_h = 50 Pa; pc2
i3(Ap)_h
(Ac)"----L -- 3 X 10-4;
C
= 2300
T_, = lO-5s
• so we infer Ll,_,al " 250 m
• But you can get much larger values using parameters for N2
relaxation.
PENNS'rATE
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Theauthorandhiscolleagueshaverecentlybeenexploringvariousmethodsfor com-
putationof sonicboompropagationthroughturbulentatmospheresandhaveobtained
a generalizationof theBurgersequationwhichhassomesimilaritiesto theKZK equa-
tion andto theNPEequationof McDonaldandKupennan.Theequationcanbere-
gardedasa stringof "smallterms"tackedontotheinviscidlinearBurgersequation,
with individualtermsaccountingfor nonlinearsteepening,viscousattenuation,refrac-
tion,molecularelaxation,anddiffraction.
The Penn State Univ Propagation Equation (PSUPE):
Generalization of Burgers equation (which really should be called
the Cole equation, as inferred from Cal Tech literature of late
1940's by ADP)
• Term for diffraction by smaller turbulent eddies
• Molecular relaxation ternt
• Nonlinear steepening term
• Turbulence can be simulated using Fourier transforms (series)
with random number algorithms used in selection of coefficients.
• Larger scale turbulence and ambient atmospheric stratification can
be incorporated in multiplicative Blokhintzev factor (roughly same
as 1/v/A, where A is ray tube area) which varies with distance
along central ray.
W
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Pestorius had a good idea
• Basic Pestorius algorithm alternated between nonlinear distortion
(NL) and absorption-dispersion (AD) steps
• Noise-Con 93 paper by ADP shows that this is rigorously correct
in limit of small step sizes Ax. Taking limit yields partial differ-
ential equation
au 1 Ou
GQ2---_" + --_CcQt = "A/_NL{U} "_- ._AD{U}
where right-side terms are same as appear in PSUPE.
• Why not use same idea to handle the diffraction term'?
_NNS-IATE
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Concluding remarks
• Solving PSUPE to realistically simulate sonic boom statistics will
require major theoretical innovations in computational acoustics.
(But so what?)
• Two doctoral theses presently in progress at Penn State on
alternate approaches to solving PSUPE
• Kirchhoff integTal for the diffraction step.
• Finite-difference algorithms using flux-corrected transport
methods of Boris and McDonald.
• Another idea being pursued by the present author indepen-
dently is that the healing eigenflmctions are natural basis set
for a variational (or Galerkin) forinulation which reduces the
dimensionality of the problem, and which leads to simpler ways
of decomposing messy waveforms encountered in field data.
18
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Victor W. Sparrow and Thomas A. Gionfriddo
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Good morning. My name is Dr. Victor W. Sparrow of the Penn State
University Graduate Program in Acoustics. The Graduate Program in
Acoustics is a Department in the Penn State College of Engineering. My
co-author is Tom Gionfriddo, a graduate student at Penn State who
finished up his M.S. degree in Acoustics early in the Fall of 1992. Much
of the work I will be presenting today is the result of Tom's effort on his
master's thesis.
The topic I will be discussing today is Implications for High Speed
Research: The Relationship Between Sonic Boom Signature Distortion
and Atmospheric Turbulence. But before we get to these implications,
let us review a little history concerning previous research on sonic
boom waveform distortion.
Implications for High Speed Research:
The Relationship Between Sonic Boom Signature Distortion
and Atmospheric Turbulence
Victor W. Sparrow and Thomas A. Gionfriddo
Graduate Program in Acoustics
The Pennsylvania State University
Presentation at NASA HSR Sonic Boom Workshop
NASA Ames Research Center
May 12-14, 1993
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In 1968 Dr. Allan Pierce hypothesized that the cause of sonic boom
distortion, which takes the form of spiked or rounded waveforms, was
due to atmospheric turbulence. This was a theoretical result, and was
not widely accepted at the time due to the lack of experimental evidence.
In 1973 Ribner, Morris, and Chu performed laboratory experiments
which showed that one could cause sonic boom shaped waves to spike or
become rounded, If the waves were propagated through a turbulent jet.
This laboratory result gave some evidence that turbulence could, in fact,
be the cause of sonic boom waveform distortion in the atmosphere.
Others also performed similar laboratory experiments.
In the mid to late 1970's, however, the role of molecular relaxation
absorption in sonic boom propagation had not yet been established. The
relative importance of molecular relaxation and atmospheric
turbulence for sonic boom distortion was not clear.
|1 I
• In 1968 Pierce hypothesized (Ref. 1) that the cause of sonic boom
distortions, such as spiked or rounded waveforms, was due to
atmospheric turbulence.
• In 1973 Ribner, Morris, and Chu found in the laboratory (Ref. 2)
that sonic boom shaped acoustic waves indeed were distorted in a
turbulent jet, producing both spiked and rounded waveforms.
• However, the relative importance of atmospheric turbulence and
molecular relaxation effects had yet to be established.
$
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By the early 1980's the theory for molecular relaxation absorption in
the atmosphere was fairly well understood. The two dominant process
are Oxygen and Nitrogen relaxation, with humidity (water vapor) being
the next most important process. The result of the theory Is that
molecular relaxation cannot cause the spikes on sonic boom waves,
although they can round sonic boom waves somewhat. It is thought that
the rounding effect is insufficient to explain observed distorted
waveforms, however.
After the molecular relaxation theory was understood, it became the
common notion that atmospheric turbulence Is primarily responsible
for sonic boom distortion. This is an assumption which most workers in
sonic boom propagation have adopted, since the spiking and rounding
could not be due to molecular relaxation. Most of the talks during the
rest of this session make this assumption.
I [ I II
• By the early 1980's molecular relaxation was fairly well understood.
Molecular relaxation cannot cause spikes on sonic boom waves.
• Thus, most researchers in sonic boom propagation have assumed
that turbulence must be responsible for sonic boom distortion.
• Most of the talks in this session make such an assumption.
g
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Until recently this assumption has not been tested statistically. Such a
test would provide a firm foundation for much of the ongoing work on
sonic boom propagation through turbulence at a number of NASA
Contractor sites, including The University of Mississippi, The University
of Texas at Austin, Penn State University, Wyle Laboratories, etc.
One supposes here that an originally undistorted sonic boom
propagating through turbulence should, on average, be more distorted
as it propagates through more turbulence.
However,
until recently this assumption has not been tested statistically with
real sonic boom data and real atmospheric turbulence.
One supposes that a sonic boom propagating through more turbulence
should, on average, be more distorted.
$
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Therefore, the purpose our researchstudy is was to test the above
hypothesis rigorously. That is, the specific purpose is to see if
increasing travel distances through turbulence is correlated with
increasing sonic boom wave distortion. This paper documents the
results of our study.
In this study it is assumed that the strength of the atmospheric
turbulence is somewhat uniform, and it is the travel distance of booms
through the turbulence that Is important. This assumption is necessary
due to the absence of direct turbulence measurements to complement
the sonic boom experimental data which will be used to test the
hypothesis.
The Purpose of thisstudy isto testthe above hypothesisrigorously.
More specifically, is it true that
the further a boom travels through turbulence
=_
increased waveform distortion
?
$
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In this study there were two primary tasks. The first wasto develop an
algorithm for quantifying the distortion in a sonic boom. Such an
algorithm should be somewhat automatic, with minimal human
intervention. Once the algorithm was developed, it was used to test the
previously mentioned hypothesis. This hypothesis testing was the
second task. Using readily available sonic boom data, we statistically
tested whether there was a correlation between the sonic boom
distortion and the distance a boom traveled through atmospheric
turbulence.
In this study we
A. Developed an algorithm to quantify the distortion in a sonic boom
waveform.
B. Tested the correlation between this distortion and the distance a
boom traveled through atmospheric turbulence.
I
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The terminology that is used in our paper is described here. The booms
have a maximum shock overpressure after some rise time. This
maximum shock overpressure is called the bow shock. The duration is
then defined as the time as waveform slopes off to the minimum shock
overpressure at the tail shock. For most of the booms examined, the
duration was between 75 and 200 milliseconds, and the amplitudes varied
between 30 and 200 pascals. Most booms have a subsonic fundamental
frequency in the range of 6 to 10 hertz. Our definition of rise time is
from 100/6 to 90% of the maximum shock overpressure.
M_xtmum
SONIC BOOM WAVEFORM TERMINOLOGY
!, Duration _'
: !
Bow iPd. time _L _k _ :_/_nlmum shock
Riseplum / ""_11x
Duration typically 75-200 ms, amplitude 30-200 Pa
Subsonic fundamental - 6-10 Hz
Rise time is time from 10% to 90% of maximum
shock overpressure
Why annoying?Risephase structure important
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Sonic booms can be distorted in many ways as they propagate through
the atmosphere. Here a large number of sonic booms were collected
into categories, and a representative waveform example is shown from
each category. The waves which were the most undistorted were called
Classic N. Waveforms showing one large peak were called Peaked.
Many of waveforms have two distinct peaks, and were called Double-
peaked. Some waveforms had many peaks, and these were called Multi-
peaked. The U-wave category was defined as those waves having very
large spikes on both the bow and tall shocks, the spikes dominating all
features. The Rounded waveform category had rounded bow and tall
shocks. All other waveforms, which could not be classified in one of the
previous categories, were called Messy (for lack of a better term).
DATA CLASSIFICATION BY
WAVEFORM SHAPE
J_m_ .....
Rim tha
q: 1 Pinta
Classic N
Pmm----_
Peaked
J
Ri. , "J
Double-peaked
....._J t_ -x,,.J"--- '
U-wave Rounded Messy
(forlack ofa betle_term)
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Because of the great varlabLllty In the distortions a sonic boom wave can
undergo, an automatic numerical procedure was developed for
quantifying the distortion in a sonic boom wave. The first component
of this quantification Is to find a basis for comparison. Since one
usually puts microphones on the ground, and measures the sonic boom
wave only after it has been distorted, It Is necessary to estimate the wave
shape of the sonic boom before it was distorted.
The assumption made here is that before any waveform distortions
occurred that the sonic boom wave had the shape of a perfect N-wave
with zero rise times on both bow and tail shocks. The energy in the
distorted sonic boom Is measured, and then it is assumed that the
undistorted ideal N-wave has the same energy. Obviously, this is an
approximation.
Given this Information the proper maximum overpressure, duration,
and start time offset of the Ideal N-wave Is automatically computed.
Additional details on the elaborate algorithm used to calculate the
parameters for the Ideal N-wave, given the distorted sonic boom wave,
are available In the M.S. thesis of Gionfrtddo (Ref. 3).
WAVEFORM DISTORTION ANALYSIS:
COMPARE DATA TO IDEAL N-WAVE MODEL
Pa._:_....- T_
"-7"-..
Ambient preeeur¢
Z
Model of the sonic boom signature just prior to ente_lg the TBL.
Ideal N-wave and the recorded data have equal acoustic energy.
The ideal N-wave is superimposedon the same timeaxis as the recordeddata.
The propermaximumoverpressure,duration,and starttimeoffset of the
ideal N-wave must be determined,
It is desired to have Classic N data with the lowest mean- squared deviation for any
waveshape. Therefore, Classic N data are used as a reference for superimposing the
ideal N-wave correctly over the recordeddata.
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Here Is a typical recorded sonic boom wave with Its ideal N-wave
superimposed.
To quantify the distortion In the measured waveform, the notion of a
mean-squared deviation Is used, defined below. The functions Pideal[n]
and Precorded[n] are both assumed to be digitized data. For the example
waveform shown here, the mean-squared deviation is 0.075.
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EXAMPLE OF RECORDED BOOM WH'H
IDEAL N-WAVE SUPERIMPOSED
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MEASURE OF WAVEFORM DISTORTION:
MEAN-SQUARED DEVIATION
(Pideal[n] - ptecordedIn])2
The mean-squared deviation (MSD) MSD =
is defined as: _ _,[J)'Pideal'n"2
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Here are two more sonic boom waveforms with superimposed ideal N-
waves. The upper waveforrn is a Peaked sonic boom wave, and it shows a
mean-squared deviation of 0.095. The lower waveform Is a Rounded
waveform, having a much larger mean-squared deviation of 0.23.
TWO MORE EXAMPLES
OF RECORDED BOOMS
WITH IDEAL N-WAVES
SUPERIMPOSED:
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The particular sonic boom data we analyzed was taken near Edwards Air
Force Base in the late summer of 1987 by the U. S. Air Force.
Autonomous Boom Event Analyzer Recorder (BEAR) systems took data
over several days from a wide variety of supersonic aircraft: F-4, F-14,
F-15, F-16, F-18, SR-71, T-38, AT-38, and F-111D. The recorders were
placed at the mile markers along a road in the area. The aircraft were tO
fly perpendicular to the road over a specific flight track. From 44
aircraft flights, over 500 data files were obtained for analysis. The
specific position of where the aircraft overflew the road was recorded,
and this Information has been taken into account in our analysis.
MOJAVE DESERT SONIC BOOM ACQUISITION SCHEMATIC
F-4, F-14, F-15, F-16, F-18, SR-71, T-38,
AT-38, and F-111D aircraft
Lateral array of thirteen Boom Event
Analyzer Recorder (BEAR) systems _
Hight track perpendicular to array
44 Flights - 500 data files 61 64j
.... groun5 -_lgh t track
5o_/ I
J highway 395 [] BEAR systems
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To determine the path length a sonic boom will traverse through the
turbulent boundary layer near the earth's surface, a short exercise in
three-dimensional solid geometry is needed. Knowing the altitude of
the aircraft, its Mach number, the lateral ground distance of the
receiving microphone from the aircraft's actual flight track, and the
thickness of the boundary layer, this path length can be obtained. The
path length ts shown as a dark solid line In the diagram.
PATH LENGTH THROUGH THE
TURBULENT BOUNDARY .f
LAYER ." .f
• • w°B*
/
-,_ .._ s o.." ! o
' /
path le_gth_
flight path
--ground flight track
Function of:
altitude
Mach number
lateral ground distance
TBL thickness
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The turbulent boundary layer is defined as the thickness of the mixing
layer of the planetary boundary layer. One may assume that the
turbulence in the mixing layer is somewhat evenly distributed and
homogeneous.
To determine the thickness of this layer, a numerical model by A. IC
Blackadar was employed. The numerical model takes into account
information from rawinsonde launches, surface weather data, satellite
cloud photos, and soil parameters for the site of the sonic boom tests.
Blackadar's model provides daily profiles to 2000 m height for
temperature, water content, wind, and boundary layer thickness.
PATH LENGTH THROUGH THE
TURBULENT BOUNDARY
LAYER (CONTINUED)
I ii,ii )T.,
::!8!:!:!8!:!:!:( !!!:::ir: :::::: : ...........................
l °
turbulent
boundary layer
Path length through
turbulent boundary htyer
TBL thickness estimated using numerical model by A. K. Blackadar
(PSU meteorology)
Input atmospheric information from rawinsonde launches, surface
weather station, satellite cloud photos, soil parameters
Model provides diurnal profiles to 2000 m for temperature, water
content, wind, and TBL thickness
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For the days of the tests, 3 - 8 August 1987, profiles of the turbulent
boundary layer thickness were obtained from the Blackadar model. One
can see the thickness of the boundary layer generally grew during the
clay between 7:00 AM and 2:00 PM. Because of the meteorological
conditions present, the boundary layer grew much more on 3 August
and 4 August than it did on the other days of the tests.
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Before continuing, the analysis procedure will be summarized. On one
track the BEAR sonic boom data was obtained and calibrated. From this
data pressure versus time plots were obtained, which were subsequently
sorted into waveshape categories. Given these plots, the sonic boom
distortion quantification algorithm was run, and mean-squared
deviations from the computer generated corresponding ideal N-waves
were obtained for all the the waveforms.
On the other track, the aircraft flight parameters and geometry were
combined with the meteorological data and subsequent predictions of
the boundary layer height from Blackadar's model. From this
information the path length through the turbulence was found for
each recorded sonic boom waveform.
It was then possible to determine if a statistical correlation existed
between the mean-squared deviation and the path length the sonic
boom traveled through the turbulence.
ANALYSIS PROCEDURE
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During the analysis procedure it became immediately apparent that
those waveforms which were either shaped as a Classic N-waves, or
were nearly shaped as such, were primarily manifest only in the early
morning hours.
This result leads us to believe that as the turbulent boundary layer grew
through the day, that the number of undistorted waveforms decreased.
This result is averaging over all of the usable observation data.
SIMPLE DEMONSTRATION: FRACTION OF RECORDED
SONIC BOOM WAVEFORMS THAT ARE LEAST-DISTORTED
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This Is a plot of the mean-squared deviation as a function of altitude (or
roughly Mach number, stnce faster planes generally flew higher). It is
apparent that Increased altitude and speed imply decreased waveform
distortion and a decreased spread of data points. Now higher and faster
flying planes generally will have shorter propagation paths through
the turbulent boundary layer, which can be shown from simple
geometry. Thus, it appears as if longer propagation paths through the
turbulence result in larger mean-squared deviations, i.e., more distorted
waveforms.
ALTITUDE AND MACH NUMBER INFLUENCE UPON
WAVEFORM DISTORTION
Increased altitude and speed -_ decreased waveform distortion and
decreased spread of data points
F-18, F-15, SR-71,
F-4, and F-16 data
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Here are some results listed by plane type of the linear correlation
coefficients between the mean-squared deviation and the path length
through the turbulent boundary layer. It is seen that there is strong
correlation in some cases ( F-18 and F-15) and fair correlation in the
others. This also gives us some evidence that increasing distortion is
correlated with increasing path length through the turbulence.
The F-4 and F-!6 data have the lowest correlations and the lowest
altitudes. For these cases the sonic boom signatures probably did not
have time to develop into an N-wave by the time it began to interact
with the turbulence, The other aircraft types flown had too few data
points to draw any statistical conclusions.
We also are currently working on obtaining correlation coefficients
grouped by altitude and roach number as well as by plane type, to
determine how these factors interrelate.
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR
MEAN-SQUARED DEVIATION AND
TBL PATH LENGTH
Aircrafttype
F-18
F-15
SR-71
F-4
F-16
Correlationcoefficient:MSD vs
TBL path length
0.712
0.591
0.398
0.324
0.318
Number of sampl_
62
75
48
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6.5
(Linear regression correlation coefficients)
Strong correlation in some cases, fair correlation in others
F-4 and F-16 have lowest correlations and the lowest altitudes
- Sonic boom signature before TBL probably not N-wave
- Less distance for nonlinear steepening to work before TBL
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The conclusions of this study are the following: a strong linear
correlation exists between the mean-squared deviation and path length
through the turbulence for the F-18 and F-15 sonic boom data. Fair
correlation exists for the SR-71, F-4, and F-16 data. An Increase in
altitude and speed results in decreased waveform distortion and a small
deviation between distortion values. Looking at the waveform
classification results, the large percentage of Classic N-wave data
during each day's early flights seems to correspond with the thin
boundary layer at that time.
I Iru I I
Conclusions:
• A strong linear correlation exists between mean-squared deviation
and path length through the turbulence for F-18 and F-15 sonic
boom data.
• Fair correlation exists for SR-71, F-4, and F-16 data.
• An increase in altitude and speed results in decreased waveform
distortion and a smaller deviation between distortion values.
• Looking at waveform classification results, the large percentage of
classic N wave data during early flights seems to correspond with
the thin boundary layer at that time.
PmNS'g_
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The implications of this study for high speed research are the
following: Increased interaction between real atmospheric turbulence
and actual sonic boom data does imply more distorted waveforms. The
common assumption prevailing in the sonic boom propagation
community for the last several years has been validated statistically.
And most importantly, it is now clear that atmospheric turbulence will
determine how well a shaped sonic boom will remain shaped as it
propagates to the ground. We are now led to believe that higher and
faster aircraft having shaped sonic booms will, on average, have more
shaped boom preserved than will aircraft flying at lower altitudes and
slower speeds, since flying higher and faster minimizes the path length
through the turbulence.
Implications for High Speed Research:
• Increased interaction between real atmospheric turbulence and
actual sonic booms does imply more distorted waveforms.
• This common assumption has been validated statistically.
• Most Importantly: Atmospheric turbulence primarily will
determine how well a shaped sonic boom will remain shaped as
it propagates to the ground.
U
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Good morning. My name is Dr. Victor W. Sparrow of the Penn State
University Graduate Program in Acoustics. The Graduate Program in
Acoustics is a Department in the Penn.State College of Engineering. My
co-author is Tom Gionfriddo, a graduate student at Penn State who
finished up his M.S. degree in Acoustics early in the Fall of 1992. Much
of the work I will be presenting today is the result of Tom's effort on his
master's thesis.
The topic I will be discussing today is Implications for High Speed
Research: The Relationship Between Sonic Boom Signature Distortion
and Atmospheric Turbulence. But before we get to these implications,
let us review a little history concerning previous research on sonic
boom waveform distortion.
Implications for High Speed Research:
The Relationship Between Sonic Boom Signature Distortion
and Atmospheric Turbulence
Victor W. Sparrow and Thomas A. Gionfriddo
Graduate Program in Acoustics
The Pennsylvania State University
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In 1968 Dr. Allan Pierce hypothesized that the cause of sonic boom
distortion, which takes the form of spiked or rounded waveforms, was
due to atmospheric turbulence. This was a theoretical result, and was
not widely accepted at the time due to the lack of experimental evidence.
In 1973 Ribner, Morris, and Chu performed laboratory experiments
which showed that one could cause sonic boom shaped waves to spike or
become rounded, if the waves were propagated through a turbulent jet.
This laboratory result gave some evidence that turbulence could, in fact,
be the cause of sonic boom waveform distortion in the atmosphere.
Others also performed similar laboratory experiments.
In the mid to late 1970's, however, the role of molecular relaxation
absorption in sonic boom propagation had not yet been established. The
relative Importance of molecular relaxation and atmospheric
turbulence for sonic boom distortion was not clear.
In 1968 Pierce hypothesized (Ref. 1) that the cause of sonic boom
distortions, such as spiked or rounded waveforms, was due to
atmospheric turbulence.
In 1973 Ribner, Morris, and Chu found in the laboratory (Ref. 2)
that sonic boom shaped acoustic waves indeed were distorted in a
turbulent jet, producing both spiked and rounded waveforms.
• However, the relative importance of atmospheric turbulence and
molecular relaxation effects had yet to be established.
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By the early 1980's the theory for molecular relaxation absorption in
the atmosphere was fairly well understood. The two dominant process
are Oxygen and Nitrogen relaxation, with humidity (water vapor) being
the next most important process. The result of the theory is that
molecular relaxation cannot cause the spikes on sonic boom waves,
although they can round sonic boom waves somewhat. It is thought that
the rounding effect is insufficient to explain observed distorted
waveforms, however.
After the molecular relaxation theory was understood, it became the
common notion that atmospheric turbulence is primarily responsible
for sonic boom distortion. This is an assumption which most workers in
sonic boom propagation have adopted, since the spiking and rounding
could not be due to molecular relaxation. Most of the talks during the
rest of this session make this assumption.
,, By the early 1980's molecular relaxation was fairly well understood.
Molecular relaxation cannot cause spikes on sonic boom waves.
• Thus, most researchers in sonic boom propagation have assumed
that turbulence must be responsible for sonic boom distortion.
• Most of the talks in this session make such an assumption.
W
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Until recently this assumptionhasnot beentestedstatistically. Sucha
test would provide a firm foundation for much of the ongoingwork on
sonic boom propagation through turbulence at a number of NASA
Contractor sites, including The University of Mississippi,The University
of Texasat Austin, PennStateUniversity, Wyle Laboratories, etc.
Onesupposeshere that anoriginally undistorted sonic boom
propagating through turbulence should, on average, be more distorted
as it propagates through more turbulence.
However,
until recently this assumption has not been tested statistically with
real sonic boom data and real atmospheric turbulence.
One supposes that a sonic boom propagating through more turbulence
should, on average, be more distorted.
I1
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Therefore, the purpose our research study is was to test the above
hypothesis rigorously. That is, the specific purpose Is to see if
increasing travel distances through turbulence is correlated with
Increasing sonic boom wave distortion. This paper documents the
results of our study.
In this study it is assumed that the strength of the atmospheric
turbulence is somewhat uniform, and it is the travel distance of booms
through the turbulence that is important. This assumption is necessary
due to the absence of direct turbulence measurements to complement
the sonic boom experimental data which will be used to test the
hypothesis.
The Purpose of this study is to test the above hypothesis rigorously.
More specifically, is it true that
the further a boom travels through turbulence
==_
increased waveform distortion
?
m'_SVhl-_
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In this study there were two primary tasks. The first was to develop an
algorithm for quantifying the distortion in a sonic boom. Suchan
algorithm should be somewhatautomatic,with minimal human
intervention. Oncethe algorithm wasdeveloped, it wasused to test the
previously mentioned hypothesis. This hypothesis testing was the
secondtask. Using readily availablesonic boom data, we statistically
testedwhether there wasa correlation betweenthe sonic boom
distortion and the distance a boom traveled through atmospheric
turbulence.
In this study we
A. Developed an algorithm to quantify the distortion in a sonic boom
waveform.
B. Tested the correlation between this distortion and the distance a
boom traveled through atmospheric turbulence.
U
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The terminology that is used in our paper is described here. The booms
have a maximum shock overpressure after some rise time. This
maximum shock overpressure is called the bow shock. The duration is
then defined as the time as waveform slopes off to the minimum shock
overpressure at the tail shock. For most of the booms examined, the
duration was between 75 and 200 milliseconds, and the amplitudes varied
between 30 and 200 pascals. Most booms have a subsonic fundamental
frequency in the range of 6 to 10 hertz. Our definition of rise time is
from 10% to 90% of the maximum shock overpressure.
SONIC BOOM WAVEFORM TERMINOLOGY
,, Duration •'.
Rise time----* _k _ _ i| Minimum shock
- _ :| overpressure
Rise phase / _--{-
Tail
shock
Duration typically 75-200 ms, amplitude 30-200 Pa
Subsonic fundamental - 6-10 Hz
Rise time is time from 10% to 90% of maximum
shock overpressure
Why annoying? Rise phase structure important
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Sonic booms can be distorted in many ways as they propagate through
the atmosphere. Here a large number of sonic booms were collected
Into categories, and a representative waveform example is shown from
each category. The waves which were the most undistorted were called
Classic N. Waveforms showing one large peak were called Peaked.
Many of waveforms have two distinct peaks, and were called Double-
peaked. Some waveforms had many peaks, and these were called Multi-
peaked. The U-wave category was defined as those waves having very
large spikes on both the bow and tall shocks, the spikes dominating all
features. The Rounded waveform category had rounded bow and tail
shocks. All other waveforms, which could not be classified in one of the
previous categories, were called Messy (for lack of a better term).
DATA CLASSIFICATION BY
WAVEFORM SHAPE
Pmlal .....
RiM tim
10llaw "_- --- "Pm|n
Classic N
Peaked
f
• 2_mn
Double-peaked
U-wave Rounded Messy
(for lack of a better term)
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Because of the great variability in the distortions a sonic boom wave can
undergo, an automatic numerical procedure was developed for
quantifying the distortion in a sonic boom wave. The first component
of this quantification is to find a basis for comparison. Since one
usually puts microphones on the grouna, and measures the sonic boom
wave only after it has been distorted, it is necessary to estimate the wave
shape of the sonic boom betore it was distorted.
The assumption made here is that before any wavetbrm distortions
occurred that the sonic boom wave had the shape of a perfect N-wave
with zero rise times on both bow and tail shocks. The energy in the
distorted sonic boom is measured, and then it is assumed that the
undistorted ideal N-wave has the same energy. Obviously, this is an
approximation.
Given this information the proper maximum overpressure, duration,
and start time offset of the ideal N-wave is automatically computed.
Additional details on the elaborate algorithm used to calculate the
parameters for the ideal N-wave, given the distorted sonic boom wave,
are available in the M.S. thesis of Gionfriddo (Ref. 3).
WAVEFORM DISTORTION ANALYSIS:
COMPARE DATA TO IDEAL N-WAVE MODEL
Ti
Pma_x,i .......
Model of the sonic boom signature just prior to entering the TBL.
Ideal N-wave and the recorded data have equal acoustic energy.
The ideal N-wave is superimposed on the same time axis as the recorded data.
The proper maximum overpressure, duration, and start time offset of the
ideal N-wave must be determined.
It is desired to have Classic N data with the lowest mean- squared deviation for any
waveshape. Therefore, Classic N data are used as a reference for superimposing the
ideal N-wave correctly over the recorded data.
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Here is a typical recorded sonic boom wavewith its ideal N-wave
superimposed.
To quantify the distortion in the measuredwaveform, the notion of a
mean-squared deviation is used, dcfined below. The functions Pideal[n]
and Precorded[n] are both assumed to be digitized data. For the example
waveform shown here, the mean-squared deviation is 0.075.
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EXAMPLE OF RECORDED BOOM WITH
IDEAL N-WAVE SUPERIMPOSED
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Here are two more sonic boom waveforms with superimposed Ideal N-
waves. The upper waveform is a Peaked sonic boom wave, and it shows a
mean-squared deviation of 0.095. The lower waveform is a Rounded
waveform, having a much larger mean-squared deviation of 0.23.
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TWO MORE EXAMPLES
OF RECORDED BOOMS
WITH IDEAL N-WAVES
SUPERIMPOSED:
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The particular sonic boom data we analyzedwastaken near EdwardsAir
Force Base in the late summer of 1987 by the U. S. Air Force.
Autonomous Boom Event Analyzer Recorder (BEAR) systems took data
over several days from a wide variety of supersonic aircraft: F-4, F-14,
F-15, F-16, F-18, SR-71, T-38, AT-38, and F-111D. The recorders were
placed at the mite markers along a road in the area. The aircraft were to
fly perpendicular to the road over a specific flight track. From 44
aircraft flights, over 500 data files were obtained for analysis. The
specific position of where the aircraft overflew the road was recorded,
and this information has been taken into account in our analysis.
z
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MOJAVE DESERT SONIC BOOM ACQUISITION SCHEMATIC
F-4, F-14, F-15, F-16, F-18, SR-71, T-38,
AT-38, and F-111D aircraft
Lateral array of thirteen Boom Event
Analyzer Recorder (BEAR) systems _
Flight track perpendicular to array
z_4,_ights - 500 data files _j
_oo,_ ........
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To determine the path length a sonicboom will traverse through the
turbulent boundary layer near the earth's surface,a short exercisein
three-dimensional solid geometry is needed. Knowing the altitude of
the aircraft, its Mach number, the lateral ground distance of the
receiving microphone from the aircraft's actual flight track, and the
thickness of the boundary layer, this path length can be obtained. The
path length is shown as a dark solid line in the diagram.
PATH LENGTH THROUGH THE
TURBULENT ..._
BOUNDARY
LAYER
flight path
.... ground flight track
Function of:
altitude
Mach number
lateral ground distance
TBL thickness
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The turbulent boundary layer is defined asthe thickness of the mixing
layer of the planetary boundary layer. One may assume that the
turbulence in the mixing layer is somewhat evenly distributed and
homogeneous.
To determine the thickness of this layer, a numerical model by A. K.
Blackadar was employed. The numerical model takes into account
information from rawinsonde launches, surface weather data, satellite
cloud photos, and soil parameters for the site of the sonic boom tests.
Blackadar's model provides daily profiles to 2000 m height for
temperature, water content, wind, and boundary layer thickr.ess_
PATH LENGTH THROUGH THE
TURBULENT BOUNDARY
LAYER (CONTINUED)
S
_/1_..... Path length through
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turbulent
boundary layer
TBL thickness estimated using numerical model by A. K Blackadar
(PSU meteorology)
Input atmospheric information from rawinsonde launches, surface
weather station, satellite cloud photos, soil parameters
Me a'_ !::: rides diurnal vrofiles to 20CO m for temperature, water
content, wind, and TBI_ thickaaess
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For the days of the tests, 3 - 8 August 1987, profiles of the turbulent
boundary layer thickness were obtained from the Blackadar model. One
can see the thickness of the boundary layer generally grew during the
day between 7:00 AM and 2:00 PM. Because of the meteorological
conditions present, the boundary layer grew much more on 3 August
and 4 August than it did on the other days of the tests.
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Beforecontinuing, the analysisprocedure will be summarized. On one
track the BEARsonic boom data wasobtained and calibrated. From this
data pressureversus time plots were obtained,which were subsequently
sorted into waveshapecategories. Given theseplots, the sonic boom
distortion quantification algorithm was run, and mean-squared
deviations from the computer generatedcorresponding Ideal N-waves
were obtained for all the the waveforms.
On the other track, the aircraft flight parametersand geometry were
combined with the meteorological data and subsequentpredictions of
the boundary layer height from Blackadar's model. From this
information the path length through the turbulence was found for
each recorded sonic boom waveform.
It was then possible to determine if a statistical correlation existed
between the mean-squared deviation and the path length the sonic
boom traveled through the turbulence.
ANALYSIS PROCEDURE
BEARt_lc ]boom d*tta
ti J I
l I
I_Ots of darn data from Mojave Deter
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During the analysis procedure it became Immediately apparent that
those waveforms which were either shaped as a Classic N-waves, or
were nearly shaped as such, were primarily manifest only in the early
morning hours.
This result leads us to believe that as the turbulent boundary layer grew
through the day, that the number of undistorted waveforms decreased.
This result is averaging over all of the usable observation data.
SIMPLE DEMONSTRATION: FRACTION OF RECORDED
SONIC BOOM WAVEFORMS THAT ARE LEAST-DISTORTED
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This is a plot of the mean-squared deviation as a function of altitude (or
roughly Mach number, since faster planes generally flew higher). It is
apparent that increased altitude and speed imply decreased waveform
distortion and a decreased spread of data points. Now higher and faster
flying planes generally will have shorter propagation paths through
the turbulent boundary layer, which can be shown from simple
geometry. Thus, it appears as if longer propagation paths through the
turbulence result in larger mean-squared deviations, i.e., more distorted
waveforms.
ALTITUDE AND MACH NUMBER INFLUENCE UPON
WAVEFORM DISTORTION
Increased altitude and speed ,,t decreased waveform distortion and
decreased spread of data points
:
=
I
=
z
F-18, F-15, SR-71,
F-4, and F-16 data
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Here are some results listed by plane type of the linear correlation
coefficients between the mean-squared deviation and the path length
through the turbulent boundary layer. It is seen that there is strong
correlation in some cases ( F-18 and F-15) and fair correIation in the
others. This also gives us some evidence that increasing distortion is
correlated with increasing Path length through the turbulence.
The F-4 and F-16 data have the lowest correlations and the lowest
altitudes. For these cases the sonic boom signatures probably did not
have time to develop into an N-wave by the time it began to interact
with the turbulence. The other aircraft types flown had too few data
points to draw any statistical conclusions.
We also are currently working on obtaining correlation coefficients
grouped by altitude and mach number as well as by plane type, to
determine how these factors interrelate.
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR
MEAN-SQUARED DEVIATION AND
TBL PATH LENGTH
Aircraft type
F-18
F-15
SR-71
F-4
F-16
Correlation coefficient: MSD vs
TBL path length
0.712
0.591
0.398
0.324
0.318
Number of samples
62
75
48
46
65
(Linear regression correlation coefficients)
Strong correlation in some cases, fair correlation in others
F-4 and F-16 have lowest correlations and the lowest altitudes
- Sonic boom signature before TBL probably not N-wave
- Less distance for nonlinear steepening to work before TBL
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The conclusionsof this study are the following: a strong linear
correlation existsbetweenthe mean-squareddeviation and path length
through the turbulence for the F-18and F-15sonic boom data. Fair
correlation exists for the SR-71, F-4, and F-16 data. An increase in
altitude and speed results in decreased waveform distortion and a small
deviation between distortion values. Looking at the waveform
classification results, the large percentage of Classic N-wave data
during each day's early flights seems to correspond with the thin
boundary layer at that time.
Conclusions:
• A strong linear correlation exists between mean-squared deviation
and path length through the turbulence for F-18 and F-15 sonic
boom data.
• Fair correlation exists for SR-71, F-4, and F-16 data.
• An increase in altitude and speed results in decreased waveform
distortion and a smaller deviation between distortion values.
• Looking at waveform classification results, the large percentage of
classic N wave data during early flights seems to correspond with
the _.hih boundary layer at _hat tinm.
U
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The implications of this study for high speed research are the
following: Increased interaction between real atmospheric turbulence
and actual sonic boom data does imply more distorted waveforms. The
common assumption prevailing in the sonic boom propagation
community for the last several years has been validated statistically.
And most importantly, it is now clear that atmospheric turbulence will
determine how well a shaped sonic boom will remain shaped as it
propagates to the ground. We are now led to believe that higher and
faster aircraft having shaped sonic booms will, on average, have more
shaped boom preserved than will aircraft flying at lower altitudes and
slower speeds, since flying higher and faster minimizes the path length
through the turbulence.
II Ill I I I
Implications for High Speed Research:
• Increased interaction between real atmospheric turbulence and
actual sonic booms does imply more distorted waveforms.
• This common assumption has been validated statistically.
Most Importantly: Atmospheric turbulence primarily will
determine how well a shaped sonic boom will remain shaped as
it propagates to the ground.
W
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Abstract
Theoretical research has been carried out to study the effect of free-stream
turbulence on sonic boom pressure fields. A new transonic small-disturbance
model to analyze the interactions of random disturbances with a weak shock
has been developed. The model equation has an extended form of the clas-
sic small-disturbance equation for unsteady transonic aerodynamics. An
alternative approach shows that the pressure field may" be described by an
equation that has an extended form of the classic nonlinear acoustics equa-
tion that describes the propagation of sound beams with narrow angular
spectrum. The model shows that diffraction effects, nonlinear steepening
effects, focusing and caustic effects and random induced vorticity fluctu-
ations interact simultaneously to determine the development of the shock
wave in space and time and the pressure field behind it. A finite-difference
algorithm to solve the mixed-type elliptic-hyperbolic flows around the shock
wave has also been developed. Numerical calculations of shock wave interac-
tions with various deterministic and random fluctuations will be presented
in a future report.
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1 Introduction
Experimental data exists showing the pressure profiles of sonic booms, cre-
ated by the passage of a distant supersonic aircraft, can be drastically
affected by free-stream atmospheric turbulence, l-s The usual N-wave or
a shaped sonic boom profile can randomly exhibit either large pressure
peaks with short rise times or rounded profiles with longer rise times or
messy pressure signatures. Recent laboratory model experiments to study
the effect of turbulence on the rise time and wave form of N-waves have
shown similar results. 6 The interaction of the sonic boom with the atmo-
spheric turbulence, specifically in the atmospheric boundary layer relatively
near the ground, may result sometimes in higher, and may be unacceptable
loudness levels, r Therefore, in order to get reasonable estimates of the sonic
boom performance of various designs of a future supersonic transport air-
plane it is essential to understand the basic interactions of the atmospheric
turbulence with shock waves.
The basic analysis of the distortion of sonic bangs by atmospheric tur-
bulence was given by Crow. s Using a first-order acoustic scattering theory,
Crow showed that the pressure perturbation behind the shock is related to
the interaction of the shock with the disturbances it encounters while mov-
ing in the atmosphere. The pressure profile can be calculated by a surface
integral over a paraboloid of dependence, whose focus is the observation
point and whose directix is the shock front. By describing the turbulent
eddies in the Kolmogorov inertial subrange, it was found that the mean-
square pressure perturbation behind the shock changes like (Ap)2(tc/t) r/6
where (Ap) is the pressure jump across the shock, (t) is time after the shock
passes an observation point and (to) is a critical time predicted in terms
of meteorological conditions. Crow's analysis predicts reasonable average
values of the pressure fluctuations for times (t) comparable to (to).
The singularityin the pressure perturbations near the shock front (when
t _ 0) was analyzed by Plotkin and George 9. A second-order acoustic
scattering theory was used to describe shock rounded signatures. The av-
erage of the diffractioneffectswas approximated as a dissipation term.
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The thickening of the shock is explained as a balance between nonlinear
steepening effects and the dissipative effect of the turbulent scattering of
acoustic energy out of the incident shock. Rise time predictions of this
theory show some correlation with experimental data. On the other hand,
Ffowcs Williams and Howe _° examined the approaches that describe the
possibility of a turbulent thickening of weak shock waves and reached a
conclusion that atmospheric turbulence cannot be the cause of shock thick-
ening. They suggested that weak shocks may attain a dispersed profile due
to non-equilibrium gas effects.
It should be emphasized here that the scattering analyses of References
8-10 considered small turbulent perturbations against the shock strength,
whereas in the case of the interaction of the sonic boom with atmospheric
turbulence the flow random fluctuations may be of the same order of the
shock weak strength and may strongly distort the shock front. The above
analyses also did not account for shock jump conditions that must be sat-
isfied in an inviscid analysis across any shock surface. The approximation
made in Reference 9 of the average diffraction effects described as a dissi-
pative term is also unclear.
A different approach was taken by Pierce t_'t_, He interpreted the spikes
observed on sonic boom pressure waveforms as being due to the simultane-
ous focusing and diffraction of a nearly planar N-wave by an inhomogeneous
layer in the atmosphere. The shock front develops ripples that are trans-
formed into folds in the front when the shock passes vertices of caustics.
This mechanism results in a fine structure of very small pressure jumps
that correspond to the various segments of the folded wavefront. Pierce 1_
derived a stochastic model of a sharp shock propagating through a turbu-
lent atmosphere to substantiate the very small discrete structure of sonic
boom profiles.
Pierce model ha2, however, neglects nonlinear effects that become sig-
nificant specifically near a caustic vertex as was shown by Cramer and
Seebass la and Gill and Seebass 14, Cramer and Seebass L3 described the fo-
cusing of a very weak and slightly concave shock wave by the unsteady
transonic small-disturbance flow equation. Gill and Seebass t_ derived an
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approximate analytical solution of the steady transonic small-disturbance
problem for the nonlinearbehaviorof a weakcompressionwavewith a finite
rise time near a caustic. They calculated the reflected shock wavefrom a
caustic and provided an estimate of its strength. The experimental results
of Sturtevant and KulkarnyIs alsoshow that focusingeffectsare specifically
significant for weak shockwavesas occurs in the caseof the sonic boom
signatures.
Sparrow and PierceIshaverecently presenteda simplestatistical predic-
tion for how often sonic booms propagating in the earth's boundary layer
will encounter caustics. The theory is basedon describing the variation
of ray tube areasof a soundwave propagating in a turbulent medium by
a generic harmonic oscillator equation. For realistic realizations of atmo-
spheric turbulence the model predicts that sonic booms will exhibit spikes
with the occurrenceof causticsafter a very short distance of travel in the
random medium, thus agreeingwith the predictions of Pierce11'12.
In a recent paper, Piercelr has derived a model equation to describe
the development of sonic boom signatures in an atmospheric turbulence.
The equation hasbeenconstructed by suing logical physical considerations
only. It extends geometrical acoustic approximations to include convec-
tion at the wave speed,diffraction effects, molecular relaxation, classical
dissipation and nonlinear steepeningeffects. The atmospheric turbulence
enters through an effectivespeedof sound which varies randomly in time
and space.However,since this theory hasnot beendevelopedconsistently
from the fluid dynamic equations,Piercelr raisedquestionswhether all the
effects are necessaryin his suggestedmodel and how to accomplish a nu-
merical or analytical solution to the problem.
Related with the problemof the sonicboom interaction with turbulence
is the basic question of the interaction of a shockwavewith a vortical flow
and specifically with a vortex or a train of eddiesis-21. The research of
the later problem was basically motivated by the interest to reduce the
noiseand vibrations produced by high-speedsupersonicvehicles. For these
problems, the interaction of relatively strong shock waveswith turbulent
jets or wakesis a significant sourceof noise. The shock-vortex system is a
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basicelementof thesemorecomplexinteractions21.It canalsoshedlight on
the sonic boom interaction with atmospheric turbulence, specifically when
the shocks are weak and vortex strength is comparable with the shock
strength.
Experimental results of shock-vortexsvstemslS-21revealedcurved, dif-
v
fracted shocks as well as complicate structures of reflected curved shock
waves from the incident shock front due to the vortex induced flow field.
The pressure field behind the shock contains regions of compressions and
rarefactions that produce acoustic wavesl Similar shock structures were
also observed by Sturtevant and I,:ulkarny _5 who investigated the focusing
of weak curved shock waves. Of specific iateresi are Dosanjh a.ad Weeks 19
measurements of the interaction of a shock:wave with a vortex street. The
shock front is distorted by the wake flow which probably results in a focusing
process, while the vortex street is rapidly dissolved by the shock.
The analyses of the shock-vortex interaction are limited to linear per-
turbation theories only. 22-26 These analyses considered the jump conditions
across a shock surface and predicted the development of vorticity waves,
entropy waves and acoustic waves behind the shock front. 22-24 The acous-
tic wave was approximated by a quadrupolar 26 or as a sum of monopole,
dipole and quadrupole acoustic sources. However, since all of these theo-
ries axe linear, they cannot account for any nonlinear effects due to shock
large distortions, focusing and caustic effects or nonlinear steepening ef-
fects that are found in experiments _s-20 or in recent numerical simulations
of shock-vortex interactions.27- _9
The review of experimental and theoretical investigations of the interac-
tion of shock waves with free stream vortical or turbulent flows shows that
this complex nonlinear interaction is still an open problem. 2z Specifically,
the improved simulation of sonic boom propagation through the real at-
mosphere requires a better understanding of the interaction of sonic boom
with atmospheric turbulence._6
The analysis of the experimental data and the theoretical approaches
shows that in, the case of the sonic boom, the shock waves near ground
7O
m
are very weak, but still stronger than any acoustic wave. Also, flow fluc-
tuations due the atmospheric turbulence can become comparable to the
shock weak strength such that locally the shock strength can be strongly
reduced or magnified and the shock wave front can be distorted significantly.
Therefore, linearized acoustics and its second-order scattering problem, or
first-order linear theories of shock-vorticity interaction do not represent cor-
rectly the development of the weak shock and the pressure field behind it
('see also Section 2). However, in a coordinate system moving with the basic
weak shock, the problem may fit the transonic framework.
This paper presents a new transonic small-disturbance model that has
been developed to describe the interactions of random fluctuations with a
weak shock wave. The model equation is found to have an extended form
of the classic nonlinear acoustics equation that describes the propagation
of sound beams with narrow angular spectrum (KKZ equation). 3°'31 The
model shows that diffraction effects, nonlinear steepening effects, focus-
ing and caustic effects and random induced vorticity fluctuations interact
simultaneously to determine the development of the shock wave in space
and time and the pressure field behind it. A finite-difference algorithm to
solve the mixed-type elliptic-hyperbolic flows around the shock wave is also
presented. The results of the numerical calculations will be presented in a
future report. It is expected to find solutions that will describe both peaked
or rounded or messy pressure signatures as were recorded in experiments.
2 The Breakdown of the Linearized Theory
2.1 The Linearized Theory
An inviscid and a non heat conducting flow is assumed. A normal shock
with a uniform supersonic oncoming stream and a uniform subsonic outgo-
ing flow is considered. The upstream flow ahead of he shock is characterized
by a speed (U0_) in the z- direction, pressure (P0o) and density (P0°) and
the downstream flow behind the shock by (U0b), (Pob) and (POb) respectively.
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Assuming the shock front is given by the z = 0 plane, the jump conditions
across a normal shock _ show that:
po_Uoa = poJ."o,
1 3 "Y , 1 -,3 7
8Po,,Uo_ + - _'Po.['o_ = 7)Pob['ob + --TpobUob
- "t - "t
Small disturbances are considered in each :of the uniform streams. The
velocity vector'(_jl press_e i P), density (p)and Vorticity (_) are given
ahead (j = a) and behind the shock (j = b) by:
V = to_(e~ +(v +--.)j "1i
Pj = Po,(1 + ep_,+ ...) (2)
P_ = Po:(i + ePlj + "")
"i "D ~l_ ~U
Here v ,Pu,Pu axe functions of (z, y, z,t). An axial coordinate moving
"lj
with the uniform speed is considered in each region, _) = a: - Uojt, r =
Uojt. The substitution into the continuity, momentum and energy equations
_e ,_.e ):results to the leading order in (7 = ._, e + +
•-. 07/...]/ , . _:
Op_
= o
Or)
_=b_+ 1 = o (3)Or Wv16_ --
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Equations (3) result in:
cgplj
ar + 7(V t, ) = 0
0Pli Oplj _ = O, '_/[_ojc32pl_0--7 - 7 Or ' Or Or s _Pl: = 0 (4)
where M0._ = Uoi/Coi and c_i = 7Poj/po:. Equations (4) show that w =
"" Ij
_1j(_1, y, z) and that the pressure perturbation Pli is described by the acous-
tics equation. Therefore. the first order disturbance flow can be split into
a linear combination of rotational and irrotational parts: t, = v + v
"1i "" liw "_ IjO"
The rotational part can be described essentially by incompressible flow
equations:
V'v =0, Vxv =_., (_,_,:) (Sa)
The irrotational (potential) part may be described by acoustics equations
relative to the basic flow in each region:
c3¢_, 02¢1
~ljo ~ V2¢j = 0 (5b)
The first-order perturbation theory also considers the distortion of the
shock front. Assuming that the perturbed shock front is given by z -
egl(y, z, t) = O, the exact jump condition across the shock 3_ result to the
leading order in a set of conditions that must be satisfied along the x = 0
plane for any (y, z, t):
ph(O,y,z,t) + Ul=(0, y, z,t) -- gl----tt
Uo= = p_b(O, y. :, t) + U_b(O, y, Z, t) --
glt
[fOb
1 )y,z,t) + 2ul=(O,y,z,t)) + _pl=(O,y,z,t) --
= Uob Plb(O,y,z,t) + 2Ulb(O.y,z,t) + _plb(O,y,z,t)
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_-'o_ply(O, y, z, t) + 3ul_(O, t/. -. t) +
0
.,,( ))+ ._o(o,_,:.t)) - _ 1 + (': --_M_o
:, t) + 3u_6(0..9. " t) +
0
(:, _ _-)Mo2b(p_b(o,y, --,t)+
+u,b(o.g.-.t))- _ 1+ (_,_ 1):Vl_b
U0,(t,l_(0, g, z, t) + gl_) = 5Oh(rib(0, y, Z, t) + gl_)
Uo.(wl.(O,g,z,t) +gl..) = 5ob(U'lb(O, g,-', t) +gl,) (6)
Here glt = Ogl/c3t and (ulj, vl_, wlj) are the components of the velocity
perturbation v . The linearized jump conditions in Eqs. (6) include the
"Ij
entropy increase produced by the shock. It can be shown from Eqs. (5) and
(6) that, using the solution of the downstream equations for the disturbance
flow, the shock conditions are adequate to describe the flow downstream and
the disturbed motion of the shock wave for given upstream disturbances.
2.2 One Dimensional Flow
In the case of a one-dimensional flow. the rotational part vanishes identically
and the solution of the acoustics equation ahead (j = a) and behind (j = b)
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the shock is given by:
ul_ = F _ .'_Ioj +G (_+
where F and G are arbitrary functions that describe the upstream and
downstream acoustic waves. Here p, is an arbitrary function that describes
entropy waves that are convected with the flows (the entropy first-order
disturbance is given by S_ - S0j = eslj = -ecpMo.,p,j( (j ), where S_ is
the entropy in region j, S0_ = c_ln(Po_/p_j) and c_,% are the specific
heat constants), Assuming that no upstream acoustic waves can develop,
specifically not in the flow behind the shock then G -- 0. Then the shock
jump conditions (6) provide a system of 3 linear equations for the solution
of the downstream acoustic and entropy waves Fb((b - ,_0,) and P,b((b) and
the shock position rate of change in time g_t(t) in terms of the given acoustic
and entropy perturbations F_((. ._0. ) and p,.((_) in the upstream flow.
Let,
F.o = Fo(-(t:o° + co_)t),
Fbo = Fd-(Uob + Cob)t).
p,,o = p,o(-Uo.t)
p,bo= p,b(--Uobt)
(8)
then from Eqs. (6) - (S) we get:
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2IUob _ I) gl,(i + Mo6)Fm + Mobp,bo + Uo---_ _ = (I + Mo= )F:o + Mo=p,=o
+ Mob + _ P_o + MobP,bo = Uo= Ib 2+ .Woo+ :V/o=/
( 2 )3 + Mob + (._ _ 1)M_b(1 + ":Mob) Fbo + Mobp,bo+
+
Uob I + (7-T_-1402: - 1
., )- )_ o.._._=3 + Mo= + - 1 + 7M'o,, ) F,,o + M'o,,#,=o (O)
- uo:_ (._- 1)Mo2_(
The determinant of the system (9) may be written in the form Z_ =
(.V/'0_=- 1)fn(.'vl02=). Therefore, the solution of Eqs. {9) shows that the
shock front motion and the perturbed flow behind it may be described by:
E
_(t: Moo)
x = ,,v12o=_ 1
e t_,(x t: Mo=) + " ")u_, = Uo_ 1+Mo:__1 '
( , )P_b = Pob 1+ M_=_lDl(x,t:Mo,,)+'" (10)
P,b = Pob 1 + ._I_= - 1 [_l(z't:'vl°=)+ "'"
The functions #1, ill, i61, pl can be expressed in terms of the given flow per-
turbations ahead of the shock wave. In principle, these expressions may
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enable a spectral characterization of the pressure fluctuations and the tur-
bulence downstream of the shock wave in terms of the spectral character-
ization of the incoming turbulence. However. Eqs. (10) show that the
linear approach is a non-uniform approach when the shock wave is very
weak Mo2o --, 1+ and the flow fluctuations are of the same order of the
shock strength, e ,,, (M0_, - 1), as is the case of the interaction of the sonic
boom with atmospheric turbulence. A similar nonuniformity is also ex-
pected from the analysis of two- or three-dimensional flows. However, this
uniformity problem leads to a different approach to study the interaction
of a weak shock with comparable random fluctuations in the flow.
3 A Transonic Small Disturbance Model
The analysis of the linearized problem of the interaction of a weak shock
with small disturbances shows that it is an invalid approach when the flow
perturbations are of the order of the shock strength. Therefore, a different
approach has been developed to study the interaction of weak shocks with
comparable random fluctuations in the flow. In a coordinate system moving
with a basic given weak shock, the problem may fit the transonic theory
framework. A transonic small-disturbance model is developed to analyze
the flow across a basic weak shock running in the (-.r) direction. A coordi-
nate system attached to the basic shock is considered. The velocity vector
(V), pressure (P), density (p) and vorticitv (_) are described every where
in the flow by:
V = U¢¢{i(1 + e2/3u + eUl + e4/3u_ +..-)
+j(evl + e413v2 + ...) + k(ewl + e413w2 +...)}
P = poo(l + _213p+ ep, + e413p2+ ...) (Ii)
p = p,.¢(1 + e213p + epl + _413p2 + • • ")
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= _2/3(jw_+ kw:) + a(i_l +J_'_t + k_-':t) +'"
K_2/3_
where U_¢ - a_o(1 + __ , is the speed of the basic shock (h" > 0) and
a_¢, p_¢, p_¢ are the speed of sound, pressure and density of the unperturbed
flow ahead of the shock. (e 2/3) represents the scale of strength of the basic
weak shock where e << i. A rescaling of the x-coordinate and time (t)
has also been considered: x" = _ and t" = ta_ e tla, such that each of
the terms in (11) is a function of (x',g,z,t'). The rescaling in x means
a stretching of the picture of the flow around the basic shock in order to
capture the basic nonlinear effects that occur in the flow across the shock.
The rescaling in time accounts for low-frequency unsteady perturbations in
the flow. The constant K reflects that the speed of the basic shock wave is a
little higher than the speed of sound, ahead of the shock. The substitution
of Eqs. (11) into the continuity, momentum and energy equations results
to the leading orders in:
0
_:z. (p + ,) = 0
0x" pl +ul)=O
Op 0..( Or,
+ Oz" us + p2 + pu ) + -_u
(12)
=0
(13)
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I Cgh _ 1 OR
Oz" 70y
Ow, _ 10p
&r" 70z
(14)
Op Op Op Op Op_ Op2
Oz" - O, Oz----:= 0 (16)
From the equation of state and the definition of entropy it can be shown
that the temperature T,_ and entropy S are given by:
T_ = T_(I + e213T + • • .)
where
S = S._(1 +e2/Js +...) (17a)
T_ = p_/Rp_, S_ = c_ln (b I
\p_o/
C U
T = p- p, _ = S---_.(p- ?p)
Equations (12) through (17) result in'
(1Tb)
u+p = f(y,z,t') (18a)
7u +p=g(y,z,t') (18b)
_ o0u 0_L &'l
-Or" +(-I(-f+g - (_,,+ l)u)_--:-x. + _ +
c9wl i Og
O: -_&" (18c)
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_u Ow_ 1 09
= -_ (l$d)
_ - O: Oz" 70z
0u 0t'1 I Og
- (18e)
CIj
T=g-f- "f-1)u, s= ff-_-(g--tf) (18f)
where f and g are random induced fluctuations due to the free turbulence.
The function g is related to the vorticity fluctuations in the flow. Equations
(18) show that the axial perturbation (u), pressure perturbation (p) and
density perturbation (p), that are of order of the shock strength .(_2/s),
interact with the transverse velocity perturbations t,_ and w_, that are of a
smaller scale (e).
The substitution of u = g/-,, + _ in (1Sc), (l$d) and (1Be) results in a
problem for solving a velocity potential function o(r'. y. :, t ° ) where:
c_o Oo Oo 0¢_
(t = Ox" _'1 = Oy a'l = 0: P = -7_x" (19a)
2¢*'_'+(K+g+f+(7+l)°*') °_'_'-(°_+¢'')=-10"_g7 "" 7Or"
In a conservative form Eq. (lOb) is given by:
(19b)
( 1)2¢,. + _g +((K+g/7+f)¢z.+('/-t-1)o_:./2)),.-(_)_-(¢,.),"-O
t"
(19c)
The exact shock jump conditions (Re£ 32) must be satisfied Mong any
shock surface z" - h(y, :,t') = 0 that may appear in the solution. To the
leading orders they result in:
[f] = O, M = 0 (20a)
8O
"_[rp_."Oh [_] Oh Oh
-- ]-_-:+(t(+g+f)[o_,.]+(3`+l) +[¢Yl_y +[¢_:]0-_'z --0 (20b)
Oh
+
=o [o,1÷ =o.
where [a] represents the jump across the shock property a, [a] = a s - a.4.
Equations (20a) show that to the leading order there is no jump in entropy
across the shock, [S] = 0. Equations (11) and (IS) also show that the local
Mach number .lie at any point in the flow is given by:
'_'I_ -l=''/3u'. u'={(3`+l)o,.+N+/+ 9-}3` (21)
The flow is locally supersonic when (3` + 1 )¢=. + K + f + _ > 0, sonic when
2<0.(3'+l)¢=.+K+f+_=0, andsubsonicwhen(3'+l)_=.+K+f+,
Equations (19) and (20) are an extended version of the classic unsteady
small-disturbance equation for transol_c aerodynamics (Cole and Cook33).
The only changes are due to the random terms g and f. Starting from
given functions for f and g and initial conditions that describe a given
basic shock, Eqs. (19) and (20) can be integrated in space and time to
describe the development of the shock wave and pressure field behind it. A
numerical algorithm to solve these equations is described in Section 4.
An alternative approach may be found by taking a z'- derivative of (18c)
and using Eqs. (18a) and (14). The pressure perturbation (p) satisfies the
equation:
0 Op K+f+g/-f " +lp"_x " = _ _+_j (22)0=---7 _ + 2 2-_
Equation (22) is an extended version of the classic KKZ equation that
describes the propagation of nonlinear sound beams with narrow angular
spectrum in an inviscid fluid (Zabolotskaya et al. a°. Kuznetsov31). Eq.
(22) also has a similar form to the model equation that has been recently
developed by Pierce lr using logical considerations only.
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Equations (19) and (22) show that diffraction effects, nonlinear steep-
ening, focusing and caustic effectsand random induced fluctuations due
to turbulence interact simultaneously to determine the developmentof the
shockwave in spaceand time and the pressurefield behind it. Turbulence
tends to changethe local speedof sound in the flow acrossthe shockand
through this effect to reduceor to magnify the strength of the jump along
the basic shock (seeEq. (21)} or to distort the shock front. Thesechanges
may result in unsteady motion of the shock front or in caustic verticesor
in reflected shocksbehind the incident wave that can produce the variety
of pressuresignaturesof sonic booms that are measuredin experiments.
4 Finite Difference Scheme
A finite difference algorithm to solve the unsteady mixed-type elliptic-
hyperbolic flow around the shock wave has been developed. Murman and
Cole 34 and Cole and Cook _3 techniques are used. A fully conservative
scheme that is based on the conservative form (Eq. 19c) is used. In this
way the difference equations also contain the shock relations (Eqs. (20)).
- _, +
Consider a uniform finite difference mesh (Ax'. Ay, Az, At') in space
and time, with points (x', y, =, t')labeled by (i. j. k, n). The results can be
easily generalized to a variable mesh. Eq. (19c) can be expressed in a con-
servative flux form for a box centered on a mesh point (i, j, k). Therefore,
1 1 lg
_"_{(2¢_'+_g)(,j.k._ -(2¢_'+_ )(,.j.k.,,_,,}÷
+_"_x" K+-_g+f e_.+(-_+l)e_./2 ('+½,:,_."_
+ (-r + I)_. 12) }
_: )(._,_÷_,-I - (¢-")(, :,_- ½,.I} = 0
(23)
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(¢_) and (8,) are always calculated from a centered expression. However.
the approximation of (¢,) strongly depends on whether locally, at a point,
the flow is subsonic, supersonic, sonic or it is a shock point. Extending
References 33, 34 methodologies to our case and using Eq. (21), a centered
approximation and a backward expression are given for u':
1
ui,=4,k,.i = If + f(j, k, n) + 2_g(j, k. n )
+
2,+1
. -(¢(i+l.j.l¢.n)-o(i-l.j.k,n))')/k ,.-
.b 1
u(,.a,,,,_) = K + f(j. k. n) + -g(j. k, ,_)
-¢
-r+l
+ 2&x.(O(i,j,k,n)-o(i-2,j,k,n)) (24)
The local type of the flow is determined by the following table: 33,34
condition ,ctl
<0
>0
>0
<0
u "b local flow is
< 0 subsonic
> 0 supersonic
< 0 a sonic point
> 0 a shock point
Table 1
Eq. (23) is developed in a specific form according to the local type of the
flow. When the flow is locally subsonic, an elliptic difference form is used:
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G(i,j,_,n) m Az'At" (o(i + 1,j,k.n)- o(i - 1.j,k,n - 1))
9
--_t. e_.(i,j, k n -1) + --
1
7 &t.(g(j,k,n)-g(j,k,n - 1))
1+ [£ + f(j. k. n) + -9(J. k. n)
.,
+_(o(i + 1,j,k. n) - o(i - 1,j,k,n)) •
o(i + 1,j,k, n) - 2o(i,j,k, n) + o(i - 1,j,k,n)
(&x")2
(o(i.j + 1.I,,, n) - 2o(i,j,k. n) + o(i.j - 1, k,n))
(_(i.j,k + 1. n) - 2¢(i.j,k,n) + ¢(i,j,k - 1, n)) = O.
(25)
When the flow is locally supersonic, a hyperbolic difference form is used:
2
G(i,j,k,n) = &x" &t" (o(i,j,k,n) - ¢(i - l.j,k, n)) -
n - 1)+ --
i
t.(g(i, j, k, n) - g(i,j, k, n - 1))A
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1+ K+f(j,k.n)+-g(j,k,n)
_4
+'_+I }.2----_z. (o( i, j, k, n) - o( i - 2, j, k. n ) ) •
¢(i,j,k,n) - 2o(i - 1,j,k, n) + ¢)(i - 2,j,k,n)
(As.')2
(&9) _
(o(i.j + 1. k. n) - 2o(t.j.k,,,) + o(i.j - 1. k,n))
1
(Az .7(o(i,j.j. k + 1.n) - 2e(i,j,k,n) + e(i,j,k - 1,n)) -- O.
(26)
When the flow is locally sonic. ('i + I )ox. + K + f + ¼g = 0. Then the sonic
point difference form is'
1
G(i,j,k,n) -
(A_)2
(o(i,j + 1.k. n) - 2o(i.j, k. n) + o(i,j - 1,k,n))
1
+,-X-'_,_(e(i,j,k + 1, n) - 20(i,j,k.n) + ¢(i,j,k - 1,n))
t_zl o
_ l(7+l)At.(_,, ,l(g(j'k'n)-9(j'k'n-1))-
-2(f(j. k.n) - .f(j,k.,_ - 1))) = O. (27)
When locally there is a shock point, a shock point difference operator is
used where the flux ahead of the shock may be approximated by a backward
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formula and the flux behind the shockby a centeredformula.
G(i,j, k, n) =
1
Ax" A t'(°(i + 1.j. l,'. n) - O(i - 1.j.k. n))
9
--'_o_.(i.j.k,n - l) 4-
1
7 A t2(g(j,k,n)-g(j,k,n-1))
1 ,k+ K+f(j,k,n)+-g(j ,n)
-/
-,+1
•2 & .r" (o(i + 1.j,k, n) - o(_.j.k.n) + o(i - 1.j,k.n)
+e(t - 2, j,f. n))} •
0(i + 1.j,k.n) - o(i.j.t., n) - o(i - 1.j,k. n) + ¢(i - 2,j,k,n)
( Ax" )_
(&f)2 (o(i.j + 1. k,n) - 2o(i,j,k, n) + ¢(i,j - t,k,n)) -
1
(&.)z(o(i.j. t" + t.n) - 2o(i.j.k. n) + O(z.j,k - 1, n)) = O.
(28)
Starting from initial conditions that describe a given shock wave in the
space for t = 0 (or n = 0), and given the functions f(y, z, t) and g(y, z, t),
equations (25) through (28) can be applied for n = 1 at any mesh point
according to Table 1. They can be solved by an iterative point or line -
or plane - relaxation algorithm until at any point max [G(i,j, k, 1)1 < 6
where 6 is a given small tolerance of convergence. Then o¢.(i, j, k, 1) can
be calculated at any mesh point and the process is restarted for the next
time step. In this way the shock motion and pressure field behind it can
be integrated in space and time and the effect of various deterministic and
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random fluctuations f and g can be studied. Numerical calculations of
various examples are underway and will be presented in a future report.
5 Conclusions
The review of the theoretical studies of the interaction of shock waves with
free stream vortical flows or turbulence shows that this complex nonlinear
interaction is still an open problem to analyze. The analysis of the lin-
earized problem of the interaction of a weak shock with relatively small
disturbances shows that it is an invalid approach when the perturbations
are of the order of shock strength. However, in a coordinate system mov-
ing with the basic weak shock, the problem may fit the transonic theory
framework.
A new transonic small-disturbance model has been developed where a
rescaling of the axial coordinate and time has been considered to capture the
basic nonlinear effects that occur in the flow across the shock. This model
results in two alternative approaches: (1) an equation for solving a velocity
potential function that is described by an extended version of the classic
small-disturbance equation for unsteady transonic aerodynamics; _ and (2)
a nonlinear equation to describe the pressure field that is similar to the
model equation recently presented by Pierce lr using logical considerations
only. This equation also has extended form of the classic equation that
describes the propagation of nonlinear sound beams with narrow angular
spectrum. 30,31
Both approaches show that diffraction effects, nonlinear steepening, fo-
cusing and caustic effects and random induced turbulence fluctuations in-
teract simultaneously to determine the development of the shock wave in
space and time and the pressure field behind it. Turbulence fluctuations
tend to change the local speed of sound in the flow across the shock and
through this effect to reduce or magni_" the strength of the basic shock.
A finite difference scheme that uses Murman and Cole 34 finite-difference
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techniquesfor solvingmixed-type elliptic-hyperbolic flowswith shockwaves
hasalso beenpresented.Numerical calculationsof the interaction of shock
waveswith variousdeterministic and random fluctuations will bepresented
in a future report. We will also look for analyticM methods to identify the
basic relations betweengiven turbulence properties and the development
of the shock waves and the pressure field behind it. It is expected to
fiad solutions that will describeboth peakedor rounded or messypressure
signaturesas wererecorded in experiments. We also intend to extend the
model to include humidity and winds effectsthat arealso known to havea
significant effect on sonic boom pressurepeaksand rise times.
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In this work, a ray theory approach is used to examine the propagation of sonic
booms through a turbulent ground layer, and to make predictions about the
received waveform. The rays are not propagated one at a time, as is typical in ray
theory; instead, sufficient rays to represent a continuous wave front are
propagated together. New rays are interpolated as needed to maintain the
continuity of the wave front. In order to predict the received boom signature, the
wave front is searched for eigenrays after it has propagated to the receiver.
OVERVIEW
• Rays describing a wave front propagate
through an Instantaneous "snapshot" of the
turbulence.
• Turbulence produces focusing and defocusing
of portions of the wave front, which results in
caustic formation, wave front "folding", and
multiple eigenray paths to the receiver.
• The eigenrays to the receiver are identified.
• The respective arrival times and ray tube
areas of the elgenrays, along with the
Identification of caustics, generate
the predicted waveform at the recelver.
• If repeated many times, this generates a
statistical description of the predicted wave
form characteristics.
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The Comte-Bellot turbulence model (Ref. 1) is used to generate an instantaneous
"snapshot" of the turbulent field. The transient acoustic wave is assumed to be
sufficiently short in duration such that the time-dependance of the turbulent field
may be neglected.
Turbulence Model
(Comte-Bellot '91)
Instantaneous realization of Incompressible,
isotropic turbulence is represented by a sum of
Fourier modes:
N
w(x) = E aj cos(kj.x+ ¢)
j=l
where directions of aj and kj are random with
the provision that
(aj.kj) = 0 for each j
For a given mode kj, the magnitude la)is given
by
lajl - qE(k) _Sk
_k is the separation between modes.
The spectral energy density E(k) is given by the
Von Kdrmdn model:
ld
E(k) ~ f't. 1 _17/6 exp(-2.25 0]k) 4/3)
2+LdjP
Lo = integral length scale
rl = Kolmogorov scale
The magnitude of the rms velocity is related by
N
1 _lal 2Ivrmsl - _.
j=l
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In this model, we use60 Fourier modes logarithmically distributed between
wavenumbers 10 .2 and 10 (m-l). The integral length scale was chosen to be
100m, as was the thickness of the turbulent layer. The rms wind velocity was
chosen to be 1 m/s. This corresponds to a mild turbulent layer, such as might be
found in the morning on a clear day. These values are used for all of the
remaining figures and discussions.
{/)
III
Turbulent layer Energy Spectrum
............ , , ...........
...... ib'-I ...... ib'o ...... qbl
k
Lo = 100 m 11= 0.01 m
v.,, = 1 m/s
Used 60 modes, from k = 0.01 to 10 m-'
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A number of rays, with the same starting conditions, are propagated through
different realizations or "snapshots" of the turbulent field. Each ray will be
displaced by the turbulence away from the undistorted ray path, which in this case
would be represented by a horizontal line.
Ray Paths
x 0
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Z
• Each ray represents a different realization of the
turbulent layer.
• The turbulence displaces each ray from the
horizontal (undistorted) ray path.
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If a large number of rays are propagated through different turbulence realizations,
a pattern or distribution of ray displacement may be developed. In our case, 95%
of the rays fall within a circle of radius 2 meters around the zero-turbulence ray
path. By symmetry arguments, this means that any eigenrays have a 95%
probability of starting within 2 meters of the zero-turbulence eigenray. This
statistical approach allows us to drastically reduce our eigenray search area to a
feasible quantity.
Ray displacement distribution after 100 m propagation
Y
-1
-2
-3
-_ -i b i --
X
• 95% of the rays fall within a circle of radius 2 m
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The development of the ray tube area along the ray paths gives an indication of
how much the turbulent field is distorting the wave fronts. A ray crossing the
horizontal as indicates that the ray has passed through a caustic at that point.
Ray tube areas
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Z
• Each ray represents a different realization of the
turbulent layer.
• Crossing the horizontal axis indicates that the ray
has encountered a caustic.
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In this figure, a linear "slice" of a wavefront is propagated through 100 m of
turbulence. In this case, the distortion is slight and no caustics are observed.
! •
!
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Again, a linear "slice" of the wavefront is propagated through a realization of
turbulence. Although the statistical parameters are unchanged, in this case, the
turbulence has a marked effect on the wavefronts. After 20 m, caustics begin to
form which eventually overlap, producing, in the end, a highly folded wave front,
with multiple eigenrays to the receiver.
X
"f --f 1 "'1 "1"
tl
A
m A
L
. ii m
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It mustberememberedthatthewavefrontdistortionis three-dimensional.The
twoplotsbelowshowthedistortionof theoriginalwavefront"slice" in the
previoustwo figures,showin theplanenormalto thedirectionof propagation.
Note thatthesecondfigure showsconsiderabledistortiondueto thepresenceof
numerouscaustics.
x
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For four realizationsof theturbulentfield, the wave fronts were propagated,
eigenrays were found, and the resultant waveforms were calculated. The initial
waveform was generated by the ZEPHYRUS model (Ref. 2); it represents a
typical sonic boom waveform in the absence of turbulence. The next two plots
demonstrate theresulting waveforms when the wave front is spreading, or
defocusing, and when the wave front is focusing, but has not formed a caustic.
The last plot displays the U wave resulting from multiple eigenrays, some of
which have passed through one or more caustics.
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t t
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I
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In nonlineargeometricacoustics,theeffectsof self-refractionmayusuallybe
ignored. Althoughnonlineareffectsmaydisplacearay from thesmall-signalray
path,thepropertiesof thewavefront is usuallyslowly varyingin theplaneof the
wavefront andso,theequivalentnonlinearwavefront is virtually identicalto the
original. As we'veseen,however,in thecaseof propagationthroughturbulence,
we'veseenthat thewavefrontsmaybecomeverydistortedandsotheassumptions
that leadto neglectingself-refractionmustbeexaminedmoreclosely. This is
mosteasily testedby comparingthesameray with andwithout thenonlinear
correction. We first startwith thenonlinearraypathequationsgivenbelow.
Nonlinear Ray Equations
The ray path equations may be modified to include self-
refraction as follows:
dx
dt -
( P'o_'_ ]Leo p /
-- - (W + u') + (1 - W-p - u .p).J
+
P'(zk.-,,( P'(z\ 12
u',)} Ic° +--_-JY LCo+-_,_P
- (1 - W.p - u'.p)
where
([3- l) Co
O_- Po
p is the slowness vector
P' and u' are the acoustical overpressure and
particle velocity
and V' is the spatial operator in retarded time
coordinates:
3
V' = V+p_ i
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The simplest wave front property to calculate is the ray tube area. When we
compare the results for a number of different turbulence realizations, we see that
the ray tubes with and without the nonlinear correction give almost the same
result. This indicates that, for these environments, the wave fronts remain
sufficiently smooth that we may continue to ignore the effects of self-refraction.
0 1
| |
2 3 4 5
Ray tube area
• Initial 200 Pa acoustic overpressure
• The nonlinear correction to the ray paths
makes little difference.
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The ray theory approach has been demonstrated to be a useful tool for the
investigation of propagation through turbulence. The next step will likely be to
attempt prediction for more severe turbulence, to see if waveforms of more
complex structure that have been observed, such as multiply peaked or rounded,
can be simulated by this method.
It is fortunate that the nonlinear distortion of the ray paths may be neglected, as
this simplifies the goal of sonic boom prediction.
Conclusions
• A ray theory approach provides a useful
tool for Investigating the properties of
propagation through turbulence.
• Wavefront folding and multiple eigenrays
are good candidates for explaining some
of the structure commonly observed
in sonic booms.
• Nonlinear distortion of the ray paths may
be safely ignored.
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A model experiment was designed and built to simulate the propagation
of sonic booms through atmospheric turbulence. The setup of the model
experiment is described briefly. Measurements of the N waves after they
propagated across the turbulent velocity field reveal the same waveform
distortion and change in rise time as for sonic booms.
The data from the model experiment is used to test sonic boom models.
Some models yield predictions for the waveform distortion, while others
give estimates of the rise time of the sonic booms.
A new theoretical model for the propagation of plane N waves through
a turbulent medium is described.
Introduction.
- model experiment: - successful in simulating the propagation of sonic
booms through atmospheric turbulence
- setup and results
- model experiment data is used to test sonic boom models
- waveform distortion models
- rise time prediction models
- new theoretical model for the propagation of plane N waves through
a turbulent medium
ll0
In the model experiment the N wavesare generatedby a spark source.
The spark-producedN waveis a spherically spreadingwave,but it is also
possibleto createa locally planeN waveby inserting a paraboloidal reflec-
tor. The mirror is positioned so that the spark gap is at thc focus of the
paxaboloidal reflector.
A plane jet generatesthe turbulent velocity field. A centrifugal fan
blows air into a plenum chamber. The jet is formed when the air exits
the chamber through the nozzle. The jet nozzlevelocity is controlled by a
Variac variable voltage controller and by adjusting the width Ofthe nozzle.
The plane jet characteristicsare measuredby hot-wire anemometry.
The N wavesaremeasuredby a wide band condensormicrophone. Rise
times as small as 0.45 #s can be measured.
Model experiment setup
Sliding Do_or
Plenum Chamber
.- Slot//, Microphone and
__ Baffle S_ark Gap
/
Bench
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Examples of waveform distortion are shown. The upper left signature
is that of a reference plane N wave recorded in the absence of turbulence.
All other signatures represent waveforms measured after the plane N waves
propagated through the turbulent velocity field. The distortion of the wave-
forms is similar as observed for sonic boom signatures. The distortion of
the wavefront is most pronounced near the front and tail shocks. The fact
that the distortion of the tail shock has the same pattern as that of the
front shock is an indication that the turbulence is frozen during passage of
the N wave. Variations in waveform from peaked to rounded and U-shaped
are apparent. Double-peaked and multiple-peaked waveforms and messy
wave shapes are also represented.
Waveform examples
Reference N wave
......... ; .... _ .... , ....
looo)....i.....i....i....i
.50_500.... ?, : .... i .... i..,
_oooL.,,_,,i,,_iT.,.: .....
0 10 20 30 40
Time Ors)
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The first sonic boom model we review is Crow's waveform distortion
model (Ref. 1). Crow's model is based on first order scattering theory. He
modeled the sonic boom as a step shock of strength Ap. The mean-squared
pressure perturbation equals (p2sl = Ap 2 (felt) 7/s, where tc is a critical time
that is a function of the turbulence characteristics. The graph presents an
example of the variance of an N wave for a value of t_ = 2 ms. A finitc,
very large value is obtained for the mean-squared pressure perturbation
near the shock. Since the theory is a first-order scattering theory, both the
incident and the scattered wave propagate at the ambient speed of sound
Co. However, from geometric acoustics we know that some ray paths might
exist along which the actual propagation speed is faster than the ambient
speed of sound. If we want to compare Crow's prediction with experimental
data, then we have to shift the time origin of each sample waveform so that
it begins at the time of shock arrival.
Testing of previous models
1. Crow's distortion model
- step shock :(¢2 (t)) = (to t) 7/° ¢(t) = pS/Ap,
1 [/: ]tc = -- (see 0) 11/T 1.33 co-2h_/6e_/3dhCo
- Result of rms scattered pressure (tc = 2 ms)
3
2-5 ...... : ...... _ ...... :....... : ....... : .....
,,[ ...... ,. ...... :............ : .....
-0.5 .................. "" ',.': ' ' ', .............
-2
-50 0 50 100 150 200 250 300
Time (ms)
- Problems: < ¢2(0) >_ 108
- incident wave of form f(x + co t)
- shock arrival time?
- comparison with experiment?
6/7
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Plotkin (Ref. 2) showedthat an incident waveof arbitrary structure can
be representedas a sum of infinitesimal step shocks. When the incident
waveis modeledas a ramp shock instead of a step shock,an upper bound
for the maximum pressurepcrturbation can be found, which is given by
= yap kto/ , where to is the rise time of the ramp shock.
Lipkens (Ref. 3) extended this model for an N wave. The rms pressure
perturbation is presented in the first graph for an N wave with a rise time
of 1 /_s and a critical time of 0.33 #s. In order to calculate the rms pres-
sure perturbation for the measured waveforms of the model experiment, we
shifted the time origin of each waveform so that the times corresponding
to 50 % of peak pressure all coincide.
A comparison between the measured distortion and Crow's prediction is
presented in the lower graph. The measured distortion has the same general
behavior as Crow's prediction, but the maximum pressure perturbation
according to Crow's prediction is larger than the measured one by a factor
of more than ten.
- Plotkin (1971)" extension of Crow's model for a ramp shock
- incident wave of arbitrary structure: sum of infinitesimal steps
- upper bound for rms pressure perturbation
((ps)U)_: 12 ./, x7/12
- extension to N wave
2
1.5
O,5
V -0.5
-I
• " - - - ideal N wave
': ........... " ' ' ' _ rm$ ptcssul"c '
permrbaaon,Ib
,:_ _'"'_" ,:,
- . . *'1 , -
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
Time (gs)
- measurements: shift each waveform --> 50 % peak pressure times coincide
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It is now widely acceptedthat molecular relaxation, especially that of
nitrogen, is responsiblefor the large rise time of sonic booms. Controversy
still exists whether turbulence hasa pronouncedeffecton rise time. When
a theory for the propagation of shockwavesand transients through a tur-
bulent medium is developed, it is important to incorporate the effect of
shockarrival time correctly. The rise time of the stochasticmean of a set
of waveformsrepresentsan insignificant upper bound to the averageof the
rise times of eachindividual waveform.The graph showsa simpleexample
that demonstrates that the rise time of the stochastic mean waveform of
five step shocks,each having a rise time of 1 #s, is more than tenfold the
averageof the rise time of the individual realizations.
Rise time prediction models
- Turbulence cause of large rise time? What mechanism?
- Question of shock arrival time
1.25
1
_0.75
O.5
C_
0.25
"-h¢
,, ,['
Illi
i;_ ! !Jlit!
_WJIJ
ib t'5 20 2_ 30 _ 40 45
Time (msec)
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Pierce'smodel (Ref. 4) is based on the mechanism of wavefront folding at
a caustic. If at a certain instant turbulence causes a ripple to develop on the
shock front, a caustic is formed when the wavefront is propagated according
to geometric acoustics. Inside the caustic three segments of the shock front
arrive instead of one. Pierce argued that this process could occur many
times if the turbulence intensity is large. A receiver then "sees" many
segmcnts of a multifolded wavefront at slighly different arrival times. The
result is that instead of a sharp shock front a shock is received that consists
of many smaller shocks at different arrival times. The overall result is a
rounded shock front. The lower graph shows the mean waveform calculated
according to Picrce's theory. Again, tc is Crow's critical time.
1. Pierce (1971): Wavefront folding at a caustic
=0 t=211
Shock
front-'--"'*
t=2At t=3At t=4_t t=5At
/// _'_" _ I r,-. Sonic boom
Time
X
1
B
o,s .... : .... : .... :,,,:- .... : ,,;,,,;,,.;..,;,.
o.7 .... : .... : .... : .... :,, ,-.,,;,.,;,.,;,,,_.,
0.6.... :.... :.... :., .:, .:,,,.,,,;.,....._ ,
o.s.... :.... :.... : .... : .,.:...,..._.,._.,,i
0.4.... i .... i...: " _,_..,_,..i..,:,,.i.,
0.3 .,,: .... :.... i ....... :...:,,.:...:.,,:.,
0.2,,,:....:'":" :'":'":"'i'"!'"i"
o.1....: ...:'":":"':'":' "_ii".:L'
t/tq
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The meanwaveformis expressedasa function of Crow's critical time to.
The parameters E and b_ are dependent on the structure of the atmospheric
turbulence.
Again, the individual waveforms of the model experiment are shifted
in order that times corresponding to 50 % of peak pressure coincide. The
plot compares Pierce's prediction for the mean waveform and the computed
mean of the shifted individual waveforms. A good agreement is reached.
In order to confirm this correlation, we performed an experiment at five
different jet nozzle velocities. The comparison between Pierce's prediction
and the measurements is fairly accurate. A maximum discrepancy of about
30 _o is observed for a nozzle velocity of 31.3 m/s.
- mean waveform
(p(0).
= exp + "l+;_E__,/6e_b,W+
Apo I++ j = tlt¢
t
.+
60¢
2O0
"0
-200
-400
0
l--
i0 i0 30 4o 50
Time OJ--_)
,F-"
3+I ,J
,°°I .I
0 _'
Time (_s)
jet nozzle charact.
velocity time Tpler¢_ Tm_"
12.4 0.23 0.554 0.685-
18.3 0.32 0.769 0.745
22.7 0.37 0.889 0.922
26.6 0.41 0.984 1.061
31.3 0.46 1.091 1.308
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Kulkarny and White (Ref. 5) and White (Ref. 6) developed a model
for the plane wave propagation through a 2-D and 3-D, random, isotropic
medium. The model is based on geometric acoustics. The results shown
here are for a 3-D, random medium. White derived a uniform probability
density function p(t) for the occurence of a first caustic. The parameter t is
a nondimensional variable. The only information needed about the random
medium is its correlation function. Once this information is known, the
scaling variable 7 is calculated. The graph shows the probability density
curve. It is observed that the most likely position for the occurence of a
first caustic is at t = 1.3. In the table, values for the most likely position
of a first caustic and the mean distance to a first caustic are shown. As is
noticed, it is possible that an N wave will pass through a caustic. However,
it is unlikely that the wave will pass through more than one caustic.
White and Kulkarny: plane wave propagation through a 3-D,
isotropic, random medium (geometric acoustics)
- probability density function p(t) for the occurence of a first caustic
al e-a2t-3
p(t) = t4
'72 -= 2 fo.
,/o
"i
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0123 4 5 6 '7 8 9 10
jet nozzle
velocity
(m/s)
12.4
18.3
22.7
26.6
31.3
most likely pos.
caustic
m
1.038
0.798
0.694
0.619
0.556
mean distance
first caustic
m
1.373
1.056
0.918
0.818
0.735
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Plotkin and George(Ref. 7) developeda model basedon secondorder
scattering theory. They deriveda Burgersequation in which the absorption
term is a function of the turbulence characteristics. L0 is the integral
length scale, a measure of the eddies of permanent character, and £T =
A 2{( c + Aull) }/_ is an effective turbulence Much number. The rise time
is determined by the balance between nonlinear steepening and scattering
by turbulence. An expression for the rise time is obtained. Plotkin (Ref. 2)
compared results from their model with measurements and obtained a good
correlation. It is, however, difficult to obtain accurate estimates of the
integral length scale and the turbulence Much number of the atmosphere.
A controversy still exists as to whether travel time variations are accounted
for correctly or not.
2. Plotkin and George (1972): Second order perturbation theory
OP Co(')' + 1) POP
-_ + 2"7 po O_
= Lo Ac + Aul$
Co O_
v =¢ + pf +
p= p _ pS
:Apo
Right test and blast wave data
summarized in Plotkin (1971)
10 ° 101 102
Ap (Ib/fi 2)
- Problem: travel time variations accounted for?
c2LO=
3 10 .3
3 10 -4
3 10 -5
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In order to comparePlotkin's prediction with measurements,we com-
puted the mean waveform in two different ways. First, we computed the
mean waveform by shifting the time origins in a similar way as described
before and wc call this the time shifted mean. Second,we calculated the
stochastic mean waveform without any correction for the arrival time of
each individual waveformand we call this the stochasticmean. The graph
showsan exampleof the differencefor the two computed meanwaveforms.
As is seen, the stochastic mean presentsan insignificant upper bound to
the rise time of the time shifted mean.
Again we compare results for five different nozzle velocities. It is no-
ticed that Plotkin and George'sprediction hasa better correlation with the
stochasticmeanthan with the time shifted mean. A conclusionthat seems
apparent from the results is that travel time variations of individual waves
are not accounted for correctly in Plotkin and George'smodel.
167 Po (AUll 2) Lo (Aurl2) 1/2
T _ _t _
7+ 1Apo _ co
600 | s . . su_'i_valtime correction I
!'",,-oo iv.,0mooo--o
Time (_)
jet nozzle charact.
velocity time TPlotkt n
12.4 0.23 1.13
18.3 . 0.32 2.49
22.7 0.37 3.78
26.6 0.41 5.34
31.3 0.46 7.37
stoch,mean
7"meu.
(_)
2.767
3.867
4.840
4.833
5.528
time shii_ed
Tm_.
(_)
0.685
0.745
0.922
1.061
1.308
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The last model is that of FfowcsWilliams and Howe (Ref. 8) (FfW &
H). In their paper FfW & H mention that the Burgers equation dcrivcd
by Plotkin and Georgerepresentsthe stochastic mean. FfW & H warn
about possible misinterpretation of the results of the Burgers equation as
an energy loss, while in reality it describesthe loss of Coherenceof the
mean wave becauseof the random convection of the shock fronts. The
model by FfW & H is basedon a multiple scattering theory. A diffusion
equation is obtained that describesthe acoustic energy £ in wavenumber
spaceasa function of the turbulence Mach number m and a length scale A
related to the Taylor microscale. An expression for the shock thickness _ is
derived as a function of the incident shock thickness $o and the integrated
scattering diffusivity #. FfW & H found at most an increase of 30 % in
the rise time and concluded in their paper that molecular relaxation must
be the cause of the large rise times of booms. Plotkin (Ref. 9) argued that
since his model does not yield an acoustic energy loss but just a spatial
relocation, one would not expect a change in rise time according to the
definition employed by FfW & H.
3. Ffowcs Williams and Howe (1973): Multiple scattering
- Plotkin's approach describes stochastic mean properties of boom
- Multiple scattering theory: diffusion equation for distribution of
acoustic energy in wavenumber space
0_:(k) _ 0C(k) _ c0m2k2v__E(k )
fO C_
1 _ 7r aE(g)da
A 2u 2
= 5o [1 -t- #(x)]
- At most a 30 % increase in rise time
- Molecular relaxation is responsible for large rise time
- Problem: phase scrambling is not accounted for
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The upper graph presents a comparison of the energy spectrum of an
ideal N wave, its rise time and duration equal that of the spark-produced N
wave, with the averaged spectrum of 200 N waves recorded in the absence
of turbulence. The energy spectrum of the spark-produced N waves closely
resembles that of an ideal N wave. The troughs and peaks of the measured
spectrum are more rounded than that of the ideal N wave.
The middle graph shows a comparison of the averaged energy spectrum
of 200 N waves recorded in the absence of turbulence with that of 200 N
waves measured after propagation through the plane jet turbulence. Again,
both spectra are very similar, and troughs and peaks are more rounded for
the N waves that propagated through the turbulent medium. However, no
significant redistribution of acoustic energy is observed in the spectrum, as
was predicted by Ffowcs Williams and Howe.
The table presents a comparison between the prediction of Ffowcs Williams
and Howe and the measured values for the rise time. Ffowcs Williams and
Howe's model clearly yields values for the rise time that are much smaller
than the measured ones.
0
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"_ -30
&
r-tcqucncy(Hz)
1@ " le .... 1@ 106
jet nozzle
velocity
(re S)
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0006710690[09?_2II
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A new model hasbeendevelopedfor planewavepropagation through a
statistically random, isotropic medium (Ref. 3). The random medium con-
sists of a turbulent velocity field. A linear acoustic waveequation (Ref. 2)
is derived in which first and secondorder turbulence effectsare included. A
perturbation schemeis usedto solvethe waveequation up to secondorder.
The turbulent velocity field model was developedby Karweit et al.
(Ref. 10). Von K£rm£n's model for incompressible,isotropic turbulence
is usedto obtain an expressionfor the 3-D turbulence energydensity spec-
trum. The spectrum is characterizedby two length scales. L0 is an outer
length scale, and r} is the Kolmogorov microscale.
The 1-D energy spectrum of the plane jet was measured by hot-wire
anemometry. If we assume the turbulence is isotropic, the 3-D energy
spectrum can be derived. A good agreement is reached between the model
and the measurement.
New numerical model for plane wave propagation through
a statistically random, Isotropic medium
- Turbulent velocity field model
- Linear acoustic wave equation, second order turb. effects
- Perturbation solution
- Results
1. Turbulent velocity field model (Blanc-Benon, Comte-Bellot, 1991)
-Von K_rm_ln's model for incompressible, isotropic turbulence
E(k) = 55 r(5/6) u'2 k4
9 vr_F(ll3)Loll3 (k2+ Lol),,/oexp (-2.25(rik)'13)
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The turbulent velocity field consistsof a sumof discrete Fourier velocity
modes that arc randomly oriented in space. The wave vector geometry of a
single Fourier vclocity mode is shown in the first graph. The angles 0 and
¢ determine the orientation of the wavcvector k. The probability density
function of both angles are chosen in order to ensure statistical entropy
with respcct to k. With each turbulence wave vector, a velocity vector
a (k) is associatcd. Bccause the turbulent velocity field is incompressible,
the velocity vcctor lies in a plane perpendicular to k. The random angle ¢
determines thc direction of a (k). The amplitude of a (k) is defined by yon
K£rm_n's spectrum. A random phase angle 7 is attributed to each Fourier
mode. A final expression for the turbulent field is obtained as a sum over
all the modes.
£-
Wave vector geometry of a single Fourier velocity mode
1
I
I
['_ ;-...\\_ ',
I _ ! k_dK_
IJJr _, ;_ d ........
"_ ', ; -. "%k _.-'.:.__.
- wavenumber k is randomly oriented: P(O) = sin 0/2 and P(¢) = 1/2_T
statistical isotropy with respect to k
- velocity vector a(k) --> in plane perpendicular to k
¢ is random
a(k)~ j-_kl_k
phase 7 of a(k) is random
N
uT(x) = _ lajl cos(k_.x +7)
j=l
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A linear acoustic waveequation is derived. First and secondorder tur-
bulenceeffectsare retained in the waveequation. We assumethat the wave
propagation is lossless(isentropic) and that the turbulence is frozen. We
only considervelocity fluctuations and do not include thermal fluctuations.
e_ is the acoustic Mach number and eT is the turbulence Mach number.
A regular perturbation scheme in the turbulence Mach number is em-
ployed to solve the wave equation. The N wave generated at the focus of
the mirror is the boundary condition and it is represented as a sum of its
Fourier components.
2. Linear acoustic wave equation
• lossless wave propagation
• the turbulence is frozen
• only turbulent velocity field is present
• wave equation
2
n2p = --_-_-UT' V_ - 2 a_r_ _ ,r_ _j Vpdt)i e_er
+ 2--_z_ _-_j ( f (UT" V) fVpdtdt)i E.aC.T 2
+2 °vr# _-_-(r (f Vpdt . V)UTdt)_ _ _1 V)(ur. C.aC.T 2Vp)
3. Perturbation scheme
P = Po -t- ETPl -]- _T2I:_ -t- ...
B.C. p(0, t) = PN (t)
pN(t) = _ b, sin nw0t
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Results from the first order solution areshownhere. Eachgraph repre-
sentsthe sum of the incident N waveand the first order pressureperturba-
tion after propagation through a single realization of the turbulent velocity
field. As one observes,the first order pressureperturbation is responsible
for the distortion of the N waves. Variations in waveform from peakedto
rounded are noticed. Double-peakedand multiple-peaked waveformsare
also shown. In somecases(e.g., the rounded waveform), the rise time of
the waveform is changed,in other casesit is unaltered. However, the ar-
rival time of eachwaveis the nominal arrival time (i.e., that of the incident
wave). A calculation of the secondorder pressureperturbation is necessary.
4. First order perturbation solution
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The secondorder equation that has to be solvedcontains two secular
terms and regular terms. A solution for the secondorder pressurepertur-
bation is obtained.
The total solution consistsof the incident wave,the first order pressure
perturbation, and the secondorder pressureperturbation due to the secular
and regular terms. A renormalization technique is used to strain the z-
coordinate. The straining of the z-coordinate is used to remove one of the
singularities. The final solution is then written as a sum of the Fourier
components of the N wave. The second order singularity introduces changes
in the phase speed. At second order, the phase speed becomes dependent
on the turbulence characteristics.
5. Second order perturbation solution
o_ =(_- _- _)_i°_0(_-_) - _co_0(_-_),
+ regular terms
p_(0,t)=0
(_- _- _)_-_o_._o(,-_) ÷_z s_o_o(,- _)
2Trio ZTt_O0 "
+ regular terms
6. Total solution
/
p = b, sin nwo_t- _-_) + _TPl
_Coo / z
(a - B - "_)C_zcosnwo( t _ _) + ___o z sin nx0 (t _ _)2nwo
+ regular terms of order eT 2 or higher
Renormalization technique (strained coordinate)
Z = 8(1 "_ ¢T2021 "_-...)
( • )Final solution p = _ (1 + er_a_2Z) sin nw t c®(1 + eT"Wl) + eTPl
• eTpl is first order perturbation solution
• ev2wl= (a-Z-_)
• eT2_J2 =
2 ru.,J o
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Results from the numerical simulations that incorporate the secondor-
der effects are shown. The phase speed is a function of the turbulence
characteristics, and the actual phasespeedis different from the nominal
phasespeed. Small variations in arrival time areobserved. It is seenthat a
combination of first and secondorder effectsof the turbulent velocity field
is neededto fully explain the waveform distortion and the change in rise
time.
7. Results from numerical simulations
¢l
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2OO
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-200
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In order to make a convincing statement that the theoretical model is
capableof simulating the propagationof planeN wavesthrough a turbulcnt
medium, we comparedcomputed waveformsof thc theoretical model with
actual measuredwaveformsof the model experiment. The upper traces
represent waveforms computed by the theoretical model, while the lower
traces show waveformsfrom the model experiment.
Two examplesare given of a spiked waveform, and two examplcs of
a rounded waveform. As one notices, the waveformsfrom the theoretical
model exhibit the samedistortion and changein rise time as that of the
model experiment.
8. Comparison of numerical simulations and measured
waveforms
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Comparisonsof double-peakedwaveformsare shown, and also a com-
parisonof a U-shapedwaveformand a rounded waveform is presented.
'' 1_ ......
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 0 5 lo t5 20 _ m 35 4o
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We showedthat a modelexperiment canbe successfulin simulating the
propagation of sonic booms through atmospheric turbulence.
We also reviewed sonic boom models and comparedthe data from the
model experiment with the results from the models. We found that only
Pierce's wavefront folding model is fairly accurate and that results from
other modelsare not confirmed by the model experiment data.
A new theoretical model is developedin which plane wavespropagate
through single realizationsof a turbulent velocity field. The waveequation
is solvedby a perturbation method. The first order pressureperturbation
creates the distortion of the N wave, and at secondorder a singularity
occurs. The secondorder singularity introduceschangesin the phasespeed.
The results from the theoretical model are confirmed by comparison with
measuredwaveformsfrom the model experiment.
Concluslon
- model experiment is successful
- reviewed sonic boom models
only Pierce's model is fairly accurate
others axe not confirmed by model exp. data
- developed new theoretical model
waves are propagated through single realizations of turbulent
velocity field
second order solution introduces a dispersion effect
waveform distortion and change in rise time is caused by dispersio_
effect
results axe confirmed by comparison with measured waveforms
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Slide 1
This is the familiar formulation of sonic boom propagation. The near-field
signature strength is defined by the F-function. There is an amplitude factor,
the inverse of root-B, which is a generalization of cylindrical spreading.
Nonlinear steepening appears as an adjustment to arrival time. This definition
of the age parameter is very convenient, since once it's been computed for
given flight conditions it can be applied to any F-function.
_0NIC BOOM AMPLITUDE AND._._ AGING
P° F {x)5p - d-_
1 yM 2 (Po aoaAa ) l/z
- (21_ra )1/2 Pa aosA
fs ds y+l fo ds
= t- o_ + 2_ aoqW F(t)
J
Acoustic Nonlinear
Propagation Steepening
Age Parameter:
y+ 1 ;o dsA {S) - 2¥ ao q_-
Signature at z advances by A(s) F(x)
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The kind of F-function we're most interestedin is a shapedminimized one.
This is George'sF-function for a minimum-shockboom. (For simplicity, I'm
only discussing the forward half, hence George's original form rather than
the George/Seebassor Seebass/Georgextension to front and rear shocks.) As
it ages, the initial delta-function impulse (Jones's asymptotic optimum) ages as
an N-wave, while the isentropic compressionbehind follows. Everything is a
very simple function of age parameter.
GEORGE MINIMIZED F-FUNCTION
1o _ (t - to) -------......_
{,Jones)
Flm
i- To
-- F2
A F 2
AF,[ ]= : [
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The target ground boom occurs when the N-wave from the impulse just
coalescesinto the ramp, and the ramp still has some rise time which is slow
enough to be not audible. Everything -- including the matching value of the
initial impulse -- is related in simple ways. It's worth looking at the age for
which the ramp turns into a shock, as well as the age for the design condition.
FINAL MINIMUM SHOCK BOOM
Target x at Design Condition:
AF2-AF 1 = To--¢
A _ TQ - T
F 2 - F i
^ 10 A TO - x
A 10) hshoc k T o
Bow Shock Blends at Design Condition:
2_"'_o A = AF 1
Io =
2
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These values are idealizations of the various low-boom designs which have
been discussedover the past few years, for minimum boom Mach 1.6 to 1.8 and
flight altitude of 40 to 50 kfeet. I've idealized the duration and slope of the
isentropic compressions,and assumeda perfectly matched nose impulse. The
design age parameter is about 0.8, with full shock coalescenceoccurring
around 1.3. For this signature'sinitial and target ramp durations, if the
signatureages by perhaps30 to 60 percent more than the optimum age it will
degenerateinto a very noisy full shock. Lesser degreesof "overaging" will
not increase its loudness as drastically.
The 50 msecramp is somewhatarbitrary. With Leatherwood,'Sullivan, and
Shepherd'sexcellent results from NASA--Langley's boom box experiments, it
would be appropriateto establish formal target values for the ramp slope based
on optimizing loudness.
TYPICAL VALUES
M= 1.7
T o = 0.12 see (L = 200 It}
= 0.06 = 0.15 /iv
x = 0.05 sec
Resultant Design Condition:
A = 0.8 sec
Shock Coalescence Condition:
Ashoc k = 1.3sec _-_
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In a uniform atmosphere,the age parametergrows as the square root of
distance. A convenient model for parametric analysis is an isothermal
exponential atmosphere,with straight ray paths and fairly simple complete
expressions. The real atmospherecan reasonablybe approximatedby a scale
height in the range indicated. The isothermal-exponentialatmosphereage
parameter has an asymptotic limit, which equals the uniform atmosphere
value at a radius (in the uniform atmosphere)which is about a scale height.
This asymptoteleads to the concept of freezing.
AMPLITUDE AND AGE PARAMETERS
Uniform Atmosphere:
l Y M2
(y+l) M 3
A u -
2 _13a a
2 r I/2
Isothermal, Exponential Atmosphere:
a o = constant
Po = Pg ez/H ; H = 20,000 ft--30,000 ft
I = T M2 e-_r/2H
(y+ l)M 3 --,
A, = _/2_H erf ( _ )
2 _2-ff' 13a a
Freezing: A i (oo) = A u (r_H/2)
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Here are uniform and isothermal-exponentialatmosphere age parameters at
Mach 1.7. The asymptotic"frozen" limits are indicted on the right edge. Notice
that these limits are not reached,or even approached,until very high
altitudes-- perhapsdoublethe 40 to 60 kfeet of interestfor HSCT. The term
"freezing" has been used fairly often, and this familiarity has led to some
common misconceptions. Atmospheric gradients clearly slow the aging
process-- to the point that McLean'smidfield signatureconcept is practical --
but we are not close to the freezing regime. The isothermal-exponentialage
parametersin this figure, in the altitude range of interest, look like
diminished versions of the uniform age parameter.
Having the correct age parameter is essential even for predicting N-wave
sonic booms. The overwhelming successof that endeavorsuggeststhat there
is no need to conduct elaborateexperimentsto prove that we know how sonic
booms age, and certainly no need to becomeobsessedwith asymptotic freezing.
What certainly does need attention is determining whether mid-field
signature aircraft designs are practical, and whether the signatures will
survive under real-world conditions. Wind tunnel tests confirming
configuration concepts have been successful, but wind tunnels are not large
enoughto allow aging to the midfield. Flight tests using RPVs and modified
existing aircraft are being planned, and are necessary. The rest of this paper
concentrateson proper scaling, with regard to age parameter, of these
reduced-scaleflight tests. Some phenomenawhich do not scale are identified,
and emphasisis placed on pre-test analysisof elementswhich may not be
intuitively obvious.
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This is an age parameterchart similar to the previous one, except that it is at
Mach 2.0. Differences between this chart and the previous one exhibit the
importanceof using the correct Mach number. That the age parameter is
bigger at Mach 2 than at 1.7 illustrates one of the reasonswhy boom
minimization is easier at low Mach numbers.
The age parameter for the real atmosphereis somewhatmore complicated,
depending on both the flight altitude and the ground altitude, rather than just
the difference. Flight test design must use the real atmosphere. However, the
isothermal-exponentialmodel is adequate for the purposesof the current
discussion.
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A real-world consideration is that the age parameter is larger off track than
on. This is the relation for the isothermal-exponential atmosphere. At an
azimuth of 45 degrees, the age parameter is about 15 percent bigger, and at
60 degrees it is about 40 percent bigger. There is a favorable benefit with the
amplitude factor, but care must be taken to allow a margin before shock
formation. In a flight test of an axisymmetric vehicle, on- and off-track
measurements can be used to obtain several ages per flight.
OFF-TRACK AGING
• On-Track: ¢=0, r=z.
• Off-Track, Isothermal Model:
- r = z/cos ¢
- Heffectiv e ---) H/cos
h - (T+l) M3 V2 n H/cos qb' erf ( _ )
2 _/f_ [3aa
A, --
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The first detail to consider for scaling flight test experimentsis how the source
scaleswith size. This is a simple representationof the volume and lift
componentsof the F-function. The volume component always remains the
same. Increasing the aircraft altitude at fixed weight increases the
F-function, as well as the age parameter due to increased distance. Flying at
an optimum lift coefficient keeps F fixed, and there is some recovery from the
reduced amplitude factor at higher altitudes, so long as the increased aging
does not lead to serious shock coalescence. This is why mission profiles with
increasing altitude as fuel burns off tend to not show loudness increases, but
rather decreases.
For model scaling purposes, it is reasonable to assume that the boom is
dominated by volume, or that full-scale lift coefficient will be replicated.
entire F-function then behaves like volume boom.
The
F-FUNCTION FOR VOLUME AND LIFT (FIXED M)
I ]o¢ A"(_} d_ +F(x) = _ (x- _ll/2 cos ¢ I _c L' (_} d_p** U** 2 _ (X - _l I/2
J
Volume Lift
• Volume F-Function Fixed by Geometry.
• Lift Component:
- Increases ifRaise Altitude at Fixed L
(Off-Design Condition)
- Decreases if L Decreases at Fixed Altitude
(Fuel Burn-Off at Fixed Altitude)
- Stays Constant at Fixed C L
(Optimized Cruise Profile)
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For geometrically similar models, the F-function scales as the square root of
length. A model less slender than full scale (larger f) increases F, which
would in turn require a smaller propagation distance to retain the same
relative aging.
SCALING OF VOLUME BOOM
Let
1 _o: A" (_ d_F V (x) = _ (x- _11/2
A(x) = l"2 12 A(x/l)
1 = length
f = fineness ratio
._ (x/l) = nondimenslonal shape
Fv = f2 (x/l)
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To achieve proper scaling in a uniform atmosphere simply requires altitude
proportional to model length. In a real atmosphere, where the rate of growth
of the age parameter is slower at larger distances, a model experiment requires
flight altitudes which are smaller than obtained by using the model to full-
scale ratio. If, for some reason, the model flight altitude must be proportional
to model length, then the model must have a more slender fineness ratio.
MODEL FLIGHT TEST
• Require (AF)rnodel = Lj- (AF)full scale
• V _ _f_-_,so need A _
• Uniform Atmosphere: A _: _/_-",
So Scale rmode I /rfull = I/L
• Real Atmosphere: A tapers off
rmodel/rfull < 1/L
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This table shows the scaling for three size models: full, one-third, and one-
tenth. This roughly covers the range Of proposedtests. The quantity shown as
F is the nominal full-scale F-function at the end of the ramp, which was 0.15 in
our example. The age parameteris that requiredso that age times F will scale
proportionately to model length; for full scale, the age parameter for 50,000
feet is shown. The value of z shown for the models is the corresponding
altitude in the real atmosphere. The altitude ratio is always less than the model
size ratio, and for the smallestscale is about half. The model age parameteris
also proportionatelymore sensitive to altitude errors than full scale. It is
straightforward to calculate required altitude precision, and the test plans
must addressthis.
The final parameterin the table is the duration of the ramp. A nominal
50 msec full-scale ramp is expected to be clearly discernible. The corre-
sponding model ramp durations are very close to the 3 to 10 msec range
normally encountered for shock wave rise times. If we expect shocks to have
their typical "full-scale N-wave" rise times, the smaller scale tests are
somewhat dubious.
RELATIVE SCALES FOR ONE-THIRD AND
ONE-TENTH MODEL TESTS
Scale F A z z/zl,,_,iI
1.0 0.15
1/3 O.O87
1/10 O.O47
0.84 50,000 1.0 50 msec
0.48 9,500 0.19 17 msec
0.27 2,600 0.05 5 msec
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Rise times may not, however, be as long as they are at full scale, Bass, Layton,
and Bolen (JASA, July 1987) measured projectile shock waves which were
considerably thinner than expected from steady theory. The reason was that
propagation distances were sufficiently short that they had not had time to
reach steady state. At last year's sonic boom workshop, Raspet discussed
"healing times" and suggested that even full-scale N-wave shocks might not be
steady. If full-scale shocks have not achieved steady thickness, then model
shocks must certainly be investigated.
The current HSR team has developed several models which are suitable for
calculating the evolution of shock structures. This is the time to use them.
pOTEN.T_ FOR THIN SHOCKS
* Unsteady Shock Formation Over Short Distances
(Bass, Layton, and Bolen - JASA, July 1987).
• Healing Time of Weak Shocks (Raspet, 1992).
• Current Analysis Tools Available to Predict.
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As a final element, I'd like to show some "anything can happen" data. This is
of interest because this could mask results of an "aging" flight test, and also
because it provides an example of turbulence effects which do not fit into the
usual expected pattern.
We recently performed what should have been a very dull Boomfile test
protocol on an aircraft not yet in the data base. Tests were conducted in the
early morning, under overcast skies, so there was no convective turbulence.
There was virtually no surface wind. The weather had been changing
(it snowed overnight, and was clearing during the tests) and a rawindsonde at
a site about 100 miles away indicated wind shears at about 15 to 20 kft and 20 to
25 kft MSL. The site was at about 5 kft MSL.
SUPPLEMENTAL BOOMFILE FLIGHT TEST
• Documentation of Steady Boom for an Aircraft
Not Previously Measured.
• Flight Parameters: 10k, 18k, 25k AGL,
at Mach 1.2, 1.25, 1.30.
• Recorded On and Near Centerline by USAF
BEAR Systems.
• Early Morning, Calm Surface Conditions.
• Rawindsonde During Test, About I00 Miles Away.
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Here is a typical good measurement. In this test, which yielded about 25 valid
recordings from ten passes,about half the records were of this quality. The
rest had significant distortion. The next three slides are particularly
interesting.
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These are distorted measurementsat 25, 18, and 10 kfeet AGL, respectively.
Overpressuresand durations were as expected. There was considerable
distortion, and rise times were very long. These three booms have a particular
characteristic that they look very much like minimum-shock shaped booms.
Slides 15 and 16 are the same flight condition, so the nice minimum shock
shape in 16 is anomalous.
Through most of this paper I have discussed simulation issues that could lead to
what the statisticians call Type I errors -- failing to confirm a phenomenon
that exists. These three booms raise the possibility of Type II errors --
detecting an effect that is not there.
These measurements are also interesting because they have features not fully
consistent with the usual characteristics of distorted booms. Distortion was
more common for the higher altitude runs, while the low-altitude runs yielded
a higher percentage of clean booms. Surface layer turbulence would affect all
altitudes. There was a considerable amount of noise after the booms -- the kind
that sounds like the echoing of distant thunder. This tended to persist for
several seconds. Each BEAR would typically record three or four records per
boom, with the first being the N-wave and the rest being noise. This was much
more than observed during the 1987 Boomfile tests at Edwards AFB.
The site was fiat, so the distortion and aftershocks had to be a combination of
scattering and multiple paths. The long aftershocks and the substantial
distortion are consistent with scattering from the shear layers and weather at
higher altitudes, i.e., not in the surface and mixed layer as normally expected.
Anecdotal reports of "echoing" in NASA's JAPE II sonic boom propagation
experiment should be re-examined in terms of multi-path propagation from
higher altitude atmospheric structures.
These measurements underscore that individual test conditions can obscure
fine details such as would be seen in model tests of midfield signatures. Both
Type I and Type II errors are possible. Care must be taken to design the initial
round of shaped boom flight tests so as to avoid these conditions. It is also clear
that atmospheric conditions occur which lead to distortions somewhat
different from those seen in summertime desert tests. It would be prudent to
extend propagation investigations into other geographical areas and
atmosphericconditions.
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The purposeof this paper is to summarizethe latest three sonic boom
laboratorystudiesperformedat NASA-Langleyusingthe SonicBoomSimulator.
The first usedsynthesizedidealizedoutdoorboomshapeswhich were filtered to
representboomsheard insidea house.The testexploredthe efficacyof various
metrics in assessingboth loudnessand annoyanceresponsesto thesebooms.
The secondtest investigatedthe effectsof addingsingle reflectionsto idealized
boom signatures,andthe third comparedboomsrecordedfrom real aircraft with
idealizedboomsignaturesto determineif subjectsratedtherealboomsdifferently.
In thesestudies,as in previousstudiesperformedat NASA-Langley,therewasa
continuingeffort to evaluatemetricsfor predictingthesubjectiveeffectsof sonic
booms.
OBJECTIVES
Summarize recent lab studies
Quantify indoor/outdoor subjective effects
Determine effects of ground reflections
Quantify loudness response to recorded booms
m Evaluate metrics
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The testswere conductedusing the NASA-Langley sonic boom simulator.
The simulator is a person-rated,airtight, loudspeaker-drivenbooth capable of
accuratelyreproducinguser-specifiedwaveformswith peak pressuresof up to
138 dB. Signals are preprocessedto compensatefor non-uniformities in the
frequencyresponseof the booth and soundreproductionsystem. The system
is fully describedin reference1. Although testsusing the Simulator cannot
completelyreplicateconditionsin real life, theyallow listenersto evaluatesonic
booms undercontrolled conditions.
SONIC BOOM SIMULATOR
J
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A total of 168 subjects took part in the three tests: 72 in test 1, 48 in test 2
and 48 in test 3. Tests 2 and 3 were run concurrently and used the same subjects.
Magnitude Estimation Scaling was the psychometric methodology used. In this
methodology, one boom was selected as a reference and given a score of 100.
Subjects were asked to compare all other booms to this reference on a ratio basis.
The wave shapes used in the tests included simulations of the N-waves, front-
shock minimized (shaped) booms, composite booms (that is, an original N-wave
or minimized boom waveform, to which was added a single delayed copy of the
original), and recorded booms, which were digitally recorded and modified Ibr
reproduction in the simulator.
EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
Three experiments
Magnitude estimation scaling
168 test subjects
Signature shapes
-- N-waves
-- Shaped
-- Composite (original + reflected)
-- Recorded
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Five metrics havebeenstudiedin theseand previoustests run at Langley.
Thesewereunweightedsoundexposurelevel (SEL), A-weightedsoundexposure
level (SELA), C-weightedsoundexposurelevel (SELc), perceivedlevel (PL)
usingthe Stevens'Mark VII procedure,andZwicker loudnesslevel. Considering
the resultsof all testsrun in theSimulatorto date,PL hasprovedto be the most
effectivemetric for predictingsubjectivereactionsto sonicbooms.Thereforethe
resultsof the three testsin the presentpaperare reportedin terms of PL. Full
detailson thecalculationproceduresaregiven in reference2. Previoustestsare
describedin references3, 4 and 5.
METRICS
Five metrics considered
n SEL (unweighted)
SELA
m SELC
Perceived Level (Stevens' Mark VII)
Zwicker Loudness Level
• All studies have evaluated metric performances
• Perceived Level selected as best metric for general use
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The objectives of the first experiment were to investigate whether people
respond differently to sonic booms heard indoors as compared with booms heard
outdoors, to determine whether there would be a difference if they were asked
to rate loudness or annoyance, and to validate the PL metric. Tests in the booth
cannot be true simulations of reactions in the home, as there is no rattle, no fear of
property damage, and the subjects' sole activity is to sit and listen to the booms.
Hence this test could only compare loudness and annoyance responses in the lab.
The test results do provide a basis for determining which descriptor was more
appropriate and for evaluating which metrics predicted people's reactions most
accurately. This test used two groups of 36 subjects each; one group was asked
to rate the booms based on annoyance and the other was asked to judge loudness.
Both groups heard the same signals played at the same levels; both used the same
reference boom with a score of 1(30. The calculated metric levels were unchanged
between the two parts of the test; only the subjective ratings differed.
EXPERIMENT 1 OBJECTIVES
Quantify loudness and annoyance of simulated indooi and
outdoor booms
Determine appropriate subjective criterion measure
Verify PL metric
Z
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The signatures used in this study were based on three shapes: an N-wave,
a front-shock minimized boom with a ratio of front shock to peak overpressure
of 0.75 and a front-shock minimized boom with a ratio of front shock to peak
overpressure of 0.5, as shown in the figure. The l¥ont-shock minimized (FSM)
booms had a secondary rise time of 60 msec. All booms had a duration of 300
msec, and for all three shapes front-shock rise times of 2, 4 and 8 msec were
used. Thus a total of nine waveforms comprised the outdoor signals.
NOMINAL OUTDOOR SIGNATURES
(All durations = 300 msec)
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Each outdoor shape was digitally filtered using two filters, one representing
the attenuation through a typical house wall with windows open and the other with
windows closed. Both gave no attenuation below 10 Hz, which is considered the
simplest reasonable assumption in view of the lack of data at these frequencies.
Above 60 Hz, these shapes were mathematical curves based on measured data.
For both filters, the effect was to remove high frequency energy, more of which
was removed by the "windows closed" filter than by the "windows open" filter.
HOUSE FILTERS
0 ¸
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This chart shows simulated indoor and outdoor booms, as measured within
the simulator, for cases where the outdoor booms had rise times of 2 msec.
Differences between the N-wave and the FSM booms can still be seen in the
filtered shapes, but the high frequency, sharp corners of the originals have been
greatly reduced. The nine original shapes were each presented to the subjects in
the original form (the "outdoor" booms) as well as in the two "indoor" forms
("windows open" and "windows closed"). Measurements of sonic booms inside
real houses would show more complex signatures, because of phase changes which
were not simulated. However, these changes do not alter the frequency content
of the boom. No reverberation effects were included in these simulations.
OUTDOOR AND INDOOR SIGNATURES
(rise time = 2 msec)
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Resultsobtainedin the first experimentaresummarizedin this chart which
displaysplots of the logarithmof the geometricmeansof the subjectiveratings
versusPerceivedLevel. The geometricmeanis the appropriatecentraltendency
measurefor dataobtainedusingtheMagnitudeEstimationpsychometricmethod.
For the outdoor booms, the results (displayedin the plot on the left) show no
differencebetweenloudnessandannoyanceresponses,whichagreeswith previous
studies.However,differencesbetweenloudnessandannoyancescoreswerefound
for the indoor booms. For both simulated indoor conditions, the annoyance
responseswhere higher than loudnessresponses.The plot on the right shows
theresultsfor the"windows closed"condition.The"windows open" resultswere
similar, except that the differencesbetweenloudnessand annoyanceresponses
were smaller. This is reasonablesincethe "window open" filter had lesseffect
on the boom than the "windows closed" filter. Statistically the slopesarenot
significantly different for either pair of lines. At the levelsusedin this test, the
low frequenciesweredominantin the indoorbooms.Thusit couldbe inferredthat
they causedan increasein annoyancegreaterthan their contribution to loudness.
Basedupon these resultsit is recommendedthat studiesof indoor booms use
annoyanceratherthanloudnessasthejudgementcriterion,astheuseof loudness
may underestimatethe booms' unacceptibility.
LOUDNESS AND ANNOYANCE RESPONSE
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The perlbrmance of PL for judgements of loudness (left plot) and annoyance
(right plot) for each simulated listening condition is shown in this figure. For a
given PL value, the indoor booms were rated lower in loudness than the outdoor
booms. The "windows open" condition lies between the outdoor and the "windows
closed" loudness results. However, the indoor and outdoor booms of the same PL
level were rated equally annoying. In both plots, the slopes of the regression lines
for the indoor boom results differ significantly from those for the outdoor boom
results. Results for SELA or the other metrics investigated (not shown) clearly
indicate that PL predicted more accurately the annoyance for the combined data
set of indoor and outdoor booms.
PL METRIC PERFORMANCE
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Field measurementsof sonic boomsare usually made with flush-mounted
microphones,in which casea single reflection is presentin the recordingwith
a zero time delay betweenthe direct boom and the reflectedboom. However,
outdoorlistenerswill usuallyreceiveadirectboomfollowed by areflectionoff the
groundhavinga finite delay,of theorderof 8 msecs.In the secondexperiment,
the objectivewas to evaluatethe effectsof different delay times on subjective
responseandto find a metric thataccountedfor theseeffects.To investigatethis,
single "reflections" were addedto idealizedboom shapes.Delay time between
the"direct" boomandthe"reflected"boomwasa variablein this study. As only
outdoor boomshapeswere used,subjectswereaskedto rate loudness.
EXPERIMENT 2 OBJECTIVES
• Quantify loudness of sonic booms containing reflections
(direct + single reflection)
• Determine delay time effects
• Verify PL metric
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This chart demonstrates the effect of adding to an idealized N-wave shape (the
"direct" boom) a single time-delayed version of the same shape (the "reflected"
boom). The combined wave form is called a "composite" boom. No phase
change or attenuation was introduced into the delayed wave. If the delay is
zero, the result of combining the direct and reflected booms is a doubling of
overpressure while the rise time remains unchanged. If the delay is equal to the
rise time, the resulting wave has a rise time twice that of the original, while the
overpressure is nearly double the original. Other delay times result in composites
having complex, multi-segmented pressure increases.
COMPOSITE BOOM SIMULATION
DELAY TIME
I
I
I
I
I
DIRECT REFLECTED
m
m
NO DELAY DELAY - RISE TIME
m
DELAY > RISE TIME
DIRECT + REFLECTED = COMPOSITE
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The basic shapes considered were an N-wave and a front-shock minimized
boom with a ratio of front shock overpressure to pe_ over pressure of 0.5.
For both shapes rise times of 3, 6 and 9 msec were used, which resulted in six
waveforms for the "direct" booms. For each direct boom, six values were selected
for the delay time. Delays of 0 msecs and 12 msecs were used for each direct
boom. A value of delay equal to the front shock rise time was also selected,
together with rise time + 1 msec and rise time - 1 msec. The sixth value of
the delay was 3 msecs, except for the booms with 3 msec rise times, where a
value of 8 msec was used.
EXPERIMENTAL WAVEFORMS
Six direct boom waveforms
3 N-waves (rise times = 3, 6, 9 msecs)
3 shaped (front shock rise times = 3, 6, 9 msecs)
• Six reflection delay times for each direct boom
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The compositewaveformsthat resultedwhen a 6-msec N-wave was used
as the original waveformareillustratedhere. In theseidealizedplots, the direct
boom hasan overpressureof 1 psf. The delay time betweenthe "direct" boom
andthe "reflection" wasvariedbetween0 and 12msec.Thezerodelayresultsin
a waveformwith a rise time of 6 msec,but a peakoverpressureof 2 psf. When
the delayequals6 msec,the compositewave hasa peakoverpressureof almost
2 psf, but therise time hasbeendoubledto 12msec.The otherdelaysproduce
other more varied waveshapes.
COMPOSITE WAVEFORMS
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The effectsof varying the delay for boomswith a rangeof rise times were
predictedusing the PL metric, This chart showsthepredictedPL valuesfor N-
waveswith risetimesrangingfrom 0.1 msecto 12 reset,anddelaysfrom 0 to 14
msec.The curves show a maximum at zero delay, and a minimum for most cases
when the delay equals the rise time. Some of the irregularities in these curves
are due to the fact that they were calculated using 1/3 octave bands, As the delay
time changes, there are subtle changes in the spectrum, which cause energy to
shift in frequency. As it shifts from one band to another, there are changes in the
calculated values. If a continuous algorithm is used, such as that used for SELA,
these irregularities are removed, SELA shows the minimum when the delay
exactly equals the rise time, but for the short rise times PL shows the minimum at
somewhat greater delays. This is probably an artifact of the calculation procedure,
PREDICTED DELAY TIME EFFECTS
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This chartshowsthe resultsobtainedfor thesix basicwaveforms,eachwith
six differentdelaytimes. Thesolid linesshowthesubjectiveresponses,converted
to equivalentPL, while the dashedlines show PL calculatedfrom the measured
data.The resultsarenormalizedto 0 dB at a delaytimeof zero. In generalthere
is goodagreementbetweenPLcalculatedfrom measurementandPL derivedfrom
the ratings.The ratingsall showa minimumwhenthe delaytime is equal to the
boomfront shockrise time. PredictedPL andPL baseduponmeasurementsalso
gaveminimawhendelaytime equalsfront shockrise time exceptfor the 3 msec
boomswhich have a minimum at a 4 msecdelay.
Most sonicboom measurementsaremadewith flush-mountedmicrophones,
for which there is zerodelay betweenthe direct wave and the ground-reflected
wave. Hence,thesemeasurementswill yield loudnesslevelsthat areconservative
compared to outdoor situations, where the listener will experiencea ground
reflectionwith a delaytypically of theorder of 8 msec.In anenclosedsituation,
therecould be more than one reflection,and morecomplex wave forms could
result.
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The figure showsa plot of subjectiveratingsasa function of PL calculated
from measureddata for the set of compositeboomscontainingreflectionswith
zerodelay and for the set containingreflectionswith non-zerodelays. There is
no statisticallysignificantdifferencebetweenthe two lines, and PL can be said
to accountfor theeffectsof delay on loudness.
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The third experiment used real sonic boom recordings made at White Sands
Missile Range from T38 and F15 flyovers. The objective of the test was to
determine if people reacted differently to real booms as compared to idealized
booms, and to assess metric performance for predicting the loudness of real booms
that have been distorted by propagation through the atmosphere. The recordings
were made using the United States Air Force's BEAR (Boom Event Analysis
Recorder) systems using a 8 kHz sample rate. Seven hundred recorded signatures
were scanned and thirteen booms selected that fitted into four major categories
of sonic boom shape:
1. N-wave
2. Rounded
3. Peaked
4. U-shaped
The recorded booms were digitally edited to remove some of the background noise
and to increase the time between their front and rear shocks to 300 msec, which is
more representative of a HSCT. The front and rear shocks were not altered by this
procedure. Three idealized N-waves and two boom shapes based on predictions
for HSCT from various CFD codes were also included, resulting in a total of
18 signals. The waveforms based on the CFD predictions were simplified, but
both contained more than two pressure peaks. Because of the existence of extra
shocks between the front and rear shocks, these were designated "intermediate"
booms. All the signals, recorded and idealized, were preprocessed to account for
the booth frequency response.
EXPERIMENT 3 OBJECTIVES
• Quantify loudness of recorded signatures
• Compare with results for idealized booms
• Verify PL metric
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This chart presentssomeof the results from this test, togetherwith three
examplesof the recordedwaveformsas reproducedin the simulator. These
data show that responsesto the four categoriesof real boomsdidnot differ
from responsesto theidealizedN-waveswhenplottedagainstPL calculatedfrom
measuredsignals.ThusPL accountedfor anydifferencesbetweenthewaveforms.
Thesebooms were not playedat the samelevelsas they were heardat White
Sands,nor evenat the samerelative levels; insteadthey were adjustedto cover
the samerangeof SELA values.
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The only category of boom that stood out in this study were the "intermediate"
booms. Time histories of these waveforms measured in the simulator are shown on
the right of this chart. The plot displays the same judgement data as the previous
chart, but the results for the two intermediate booms have been added separately.
The intermediate boom results fall somewhat below those for the other boom
categories, indicating that the subjects rated them as having lower loudness than
the PL metric predicted. The slopes of the regression lines for the intermediate
boom results differ from those for the other booms. Boom asymmetry is a possible
contributing cause, though a previous study on asymmetry (reference 3) would
predict little effect for Intermediate 1 and none at all for Intermediate 2. The
multiple peaks may have some masking effect on each other. Further study is
needed to understand these results, which were based on only two samples.
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In summary the findings of the three studies showed that loudnessand
annoyancegave equivalentresults for outdoor booms but differed for indoor
booms.Annoyanceis thereforerecommendedasthemostappropriatecriterionfor
indoor boomjudgements.For boomscontaininga singlereflection,the loudness
ratingswere higherwhen thedelay betweenthe direct and reflectedboomswas
zerothanwhenthedelaywasgreaterthanzero. Henceloudnessvaluescalculated
from flush-mountedmicrophonemeasurementswill beconservative.Subjectsdid
not judge recordingsof real boomsanydifferently from idealizedbooms.ThePL
metric was validatedfor annoyanceratings,for indoorand outdoorbooms,for
boomswith reflectionsand for real boomscomparedwith idealizedsimulations.
SUMMARY
• Loudness and annoyance are:
-- equivalent for outdoor booms
-- not equivalent for indoor booms
• Annoyance most appropriate criterion
• Booms with single reflections are
-- less loud for nonzero delay times
Hence measurements with flush-mounted microphones
are conservative
• Real booms not judged differently from idealized booms
• PL metric validated
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Impulsive and Nonimpulsive Noise
Abstract
Several scientific, regulatory and policy-coordinating bodies have developed
methods for predicting community response to sonic booms. The best known of
these is the dosage-response relationship of Working Group 84 of the National
Academy of Science's Committee on Hearing, Bioacoustics and Biomechanics
(Galloway, 1981). This dosage-response relationship between C-weighted Day-
Night Average Sound Level and the prevalence of annoyance with high energy
impulsive sounds was derived from limited amounts of information about
community response to regular, prolonged, and expected exposure to artillery and
sonic booms.
U.S. Army Regulation 201 adapts this approach to predictions of the acceptability
of impulsive noise exposure in communities. This regulation infers equivalent
degrees of effect with- respect to a well known dosage-response relationship for
general (nonimpulsive) transportation noise. Differences in prevalence of
annoyance predicted by various relationships lead to different predictions of the
compatibility of land uses with sonic boom exposure. An examination of these
differences makes apparent several unresolved issues in current practice for
predicting and interpreting the prevalence of annoyance due to sonic boom
exposure.
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BACKGROUND
Any systematic approach to predicting and interpreting community response to
noise exposure requires solutions to four fundamental problems:
1) Definition of community response;
2) Characterization of noise exposure;
3) Derivation of a predictive relationship between "community response"
and noise exposure; and
4) Inference of regulatory policy from one or more predictive relationships
Finding practical answers to these questions requires detailed attention to issues
such as the ease and cost of measuring selected quantities, the desired accuracy
and precision of predictions, and relationships among alternate metrics of noise
exposure, community response, and land use compatibility.
Most of the debate about compromises and assumptions needed to predict and
interpret community response to transportation and other non-impulsive noise was
conducted in the 1970s. To make a long story short, a collection of federal
agencies (FICUN) adopted a common approach - based in large part on the work
of Schultz (1978) - built on the following assumptions:
1) that "community response" can be usefully treated for most purposes
(and in particular, for the airport neighborhood case) as the proportion of
a residential community annoyed to a consequential degree by noise
exposure_;
2) that a cumulative measure of outdoor A-weighted sound levels in
residential neighborhoods incorporating a so-called nighttime penalty (the
Day-Night Average Sound Level, or DNL, as developed in the
Environmental Protection Agency's 1974 "Levels Document"), suffices for
characterizing noise exposure;
3) that a dosage-response relationship between the prevalence of
annoyance and DNL, derived from a curve fitting exercise, is adequate for
predictive purposes; and
4) that regulatory policy can be based on interpretations of land use
compatibility made in acoustic terms alone.
The basic notion in any dosage-response relationship is that whatever quantity is
plotted on the abscissa as the predictor variable is uniquely responsible for
whatever quantity is plotted on the ordinate. In this case, the proportion of a
community highly annoyed by noise is assumed to be determined not by
individually notable noise events, but solely by some integration of outdoor
neighborhoo d noise levels over a prolonged period of time.
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"Landusecompatibilityguidelines"weresubsequentlydevelopedbyinterpreting
predictionsabouttheprevalenceof annoyancederivedfrom thedosage-response
curve. "Compatibility"wastreatedasanissueof noiseexposureratherthanone
of noiseeffects,asthoughlandusecompatibilityweresomehowa propertyof
noiseexposureperse.z
The compromisesandassumptionsof the 1970sarenot the onlyonesthat could
havebeenmade,norare theynecessarilythemostappropriatefor all purposes.
However,theyprovidethe basisfor the mostwidelyunderstoodandapplied
approachto assessingimpactsof non-impulsivenoiseexposureon communities.
DERIVATION OF DOSAGE-RESPONSE RELATIONSHIPS
The data set on which Schultz based his original (1978) synthesis of the community
noise literature contained 161 data points. One recent update of the so-called
_Schultz Curve" (Fidell, Barber and Schultz, 1991) is based on more than 400 data
points, while FICON (1992) has developed another dosage-response relationship
based on a subset of these points. Each data point represents a field observation
of a pairing of an exposure value and a percentage of social survey respondents
describing themselves as highly annoyed. The percentage of social survey
respondents is treated as an index of the stable, steady state prevalence of a
consequential degree of long term annoyance in the community at large.
The utility of Schultz's approach to assessing community response to non-impulsive
noise exposure quickly led to efforts to apply similar methods to the case of high
energy impulsive noises 3. Working Group 84 of the Committee on Hearing,
Bioacoustics and Biomechanics (Galloway, 1981) of the National Research Council
of the National Academy of Science made the initial (and still best known) effort
to adapt the methods developed by Schultz (1978) to the case of impulsive noise.
CHABA Working Group 84 preserved Schultz's definition of community response;
modified reliance on DNL as a noise metric only to the extent of substituting C-
weighted for A-weighted sound levels4; and developed a dosage-response
relationship from an eyeball fit to a small number of social survey observations
about the annoyance of impulse noise. 5
The resulting dosage-response relationship for impulsive noise (Galloway, 1981),
illustrated in Figure 1, is as follows:
% Highly Annoyed = 100/(1 + exp(ll.17- 0.153Lc_n) ) Eq. 1
where Lcan is the C-weighted Day-Night Average Sound Level created by sonic
booms.
The form of this dosage-response relationship is a sigmoid given by a logistic fitting
function. The sigmoidal shape is a reasonable one, given the need for asymptotes
in the relationship in the vicinities of 0 and 100%. The prediction equation
reflects a negotiated consensus of engineering judgments, and is intended as an
approximate curve fit rather than the product of a formal statistical analysis.
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INTERPRETATIONS OF DOSAGE-RESPONSE RELATIONSHIPS
The CHABA Working Group 84 relationship is derived from a considerably
smaller data set than any of the relationships for non-impulsive noise. Of a total
of fourteen data points, five represent observations of the annoyance associated
with exposure to artillery fire, while the remaining nine are all derived from the
only extensive study ever conducted of community response in an urban area
subjected to sonic booms over a prolonged period.
For six months in 1964, residents of this city were exposed to a maximum of 8
booms a day at overpressures of I to 2 psf. Figures 2 and 3 are linear regressions
between the prevalence of annoyance and A-weighted and C-weighted exposure
values, respectively, for this data set, as described by Galloway (1981). The former
(C-weighted) regression accounts for 94% of the variance in the annoyance data,
while the latter (A-weighted) regression accounts of 87% of the variance.
The circumstances of impulsive noise exposure in the artillery and Oklahoma City
studies which are summarized in the CHABA relationship are noteworthy: they
were all familiar, expected, predictable and of long duration. In the case of
artillery noise, respondents were residents of neighborhoods near fixed firing
points. Daily artillery noise was a familiar part of the noise exposure environment
in these respondents' neighborhoods. In the case of the sonic boom exposure in
Oklahoma City, advance schedules for the numbers and times of occurrence of
sonic booms were well advertised, and the aircraft producing the booms flew a
single flight track for the entire half year study period.
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Figure 1: Dosage-response relationship developed by CHABA Working Group 84
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The most common form of community exposure to sonic booms today is that
produced in the vicinity of military supersonic operations areas. Caution is
required in predicting community response and land use compatibility in such
circumstances. Sonic booms are generally experienced at unpredictable and
relatively infrequent times as short duration daytime noise intrusions of widely
varying level. There is no agreement comparable to that for the case of urban
noise about the most useful approach to predicting the annoyance of this type of
noise exposure.
Use of DNL or CDNL to predict the prevalence of annoyance is based on the
"equal energy hypothesis". The equal energy hypothesis expresses the notion that
the number, level and duration of noise events are fully interchangeable
determinants of annoyance as long as their product (energy summation) remains
constant. In other words, quantification of noise exposure in DNL for purposes of
predicting annoyance reflects a tacit theory: that people are indifferent between
the annoyance of small numbers of very high level noise events of short duration
and the annoyance of large numbers of compensatingly lower level noise and/or
longer duration noise events.
This hypothesis is the underpinning of a convenient method for measuring noise
exposure for purposes of predicting annoyance. When used as a predictor variable
in a dosage-response relationship such as that synthesized by Schultz, DNL
accounts for about half of the variance in a set of field observations about the
annoyance of general transportation noise. This demonstrates that the equal
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Figure 2: Linear regression between C-weighted sonic boom exposure and
prevalence of annoyance in Oklahoma City (data from Galloway, 1981)
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energy hypothesis can provide a useful account of the data over a range of at least
20 dB, from values of about 55 to 75 dB.
There is, however, little empirical evidence on which to base extrapolations of
predictions of annoyance at the low values of CDNL associated with infrequent
exposure to sonic booms. For example, all of the data summarized by Galloway
(1981) at low values of CDNL represent reactions to artillery fire, not sonic
booms.
ASSESSING LAND USE COMPATIBILITY WITH IMPULSIVE NOISE
EXPOSURE
The notion that environmental noise impacts can be construed for global purposes
in terms of land use compatibility may be traced through a chain of noise metrics
and prediction methods four decades long to the pioneering work of Rosenblith
and Stevens (1953). The latest embodiment of this approach may be found in the
Appendix to ANSI Standard S12.40-1990.
The U.S. Army has adopted the clearest guidelines among federal agencies for
land use compatibility with high energy impulsive noise exposure. Chapter 7 of
U.S. Army Regulation 200-1, "Environmental Noise Abatement Program" (dated
23 April 1990) addresses land use compatibility issues with respect to impulse noise
exposure. The recommendations in this regulation are based on an equivalence of
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Figure 3: Linear regression between A-weighted sonic boom exposure and
prevalence of annoyance in Oklahoma City (data from Galloway, 1981)
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exposureof C-weightedto A-weightedcumulativeexposureunits. This
equivalenceismadenot in termsof exposurelevels,but ratherin termsof the
prevalenceof annoyanceimpliedbythe FICUN (1980)andANSI S12.40-1990
guidelines.
Equivalentexposureis inferredin theArmy regulation through comparisons of
annoyance predictions of Schultz's original (1978) dosage-response relationship for
general transportation noise and CHABA's (Galloway, 1981) dosage-response
relationship for high energy impulsive noise. Table 1 compares the prevalence of
annoyance predicted by Schultz's and other relationships.
Table 2 examines the implications of drawing land use compatibility inferences on
the basis of these equivalences. In the range of interest, differences in the slopes
of the logistic fitting functions described by Galloway (1981) give rise to an
approximate 5 dB difference in the criterion levels as expressed in A- and C-
weighted cumulative exposure units. The net effect is to increase the difference
between A- and C-weighted units associated with the same prevalence of
annoyance. Thus, whereas Army Regulation 200-1 relies on the dosage-response
relationship developed by Schuitz (1978) to equate an A-weighted DNL of 65 dB
with a C-weighted DNL of 62 dB, the equivalence developed from F!CON's
(1992) dosage-response relationship is to a C-weighted DNL of 60 dB. Even
greater differences are apparent if the analysis is restricted to sonic boom data
only.
Table I. Percentage of Community Highly Annoyed ("%HA") Predicted by Several
Dosage-Response Relationships over a Range of DNL/CDNL Values.
I
FITTING FUNCTION i_.!__i_i:!!ii!_.ii ......:_i.i_. iiii:iT_i._iii
%HA " 0.8553Ld. - 0.0401L,_n _ ÷ 0.00047Ldn 3 3.9% 8.5 15.3 24.6 36.9
ISchul,,(197s)1
HA .. 100/(1 + exp(10.43 -.132Ldn) ) 4.0% 7.5 13.6 23.3 37.0
[USAF lol_tie fit to gchultz dais]
m
HA - 0.0360L,tn 2 - 3.2645I_ + 78.92 8.3% 12.7 18.8 26.8 36.6
[Fid©U, Schultz, and Barber (1991)]
% HA - 100/(1 + expOl.13 - .141L,_)) 3.3% 6.5 12.3 22.1 36.5
[USAF logistic fit to subset of b3dell, S¢.hulr_ and Barber (1991)]
9$HA = 100/(1 + exp(ll.17- .153Lc,tn)) 2.9% 6.0 22.7 38.7 S7.6
(CHABA WG 84 [Galloway, 1981])
% HA - 2.324 Lc_ - 131.6
(Linear regression through Oklahoma City data)
n/a 7.8 19.4 31.1 42.7
= 184
Table3 showssomeexamplesof predictedconsequences of several sorts of sonic
boom exposures. Note that even small numbers of relatively modest booms (for
example, four booms at 1 psf per day) can lead to a prediction of noise exposure
inconsistent with single family residential use.
Although there is little alternative to relying on such predictions on an interim
basis, a larger body of direct evidence about the annoyance of sonic boom
exposure is clearly needed. It is possible, for example, that the time constants of
arousal and decay of annoyance with impulsive noise exposure may differ from
those for non-impulsive noise. People living near future overland supersonic flight
corridors might react more quickly or more vigorously to the novel experience of
sonic boom exposure than to more familiar forms of noise exposure.
CONCLUSIONS
Confidence in predictions and interpretations of the effects on communities of
high energy impulses in general and sonic booms in particular is not as great as for
the case of general transportation noise. Small differences in assumptions and
procedures may lead to large differences in assessments of the effects of impulsive
noises on exposed populations. Some of these assumptions and procedures that
have not been revisited for a decade could benefit from further scrutiny.
The circumstances of noise exposure produced by sonic booms of en route aircraft
Table II. Land use compatibility guidance inferred from equivalent prevalence of
annoyance for A-weighted and C-weighted Day-Night Sound Levels for alternate
impulsive dosage-response relationships.
n I Ill I I I
lilts
Normally coml_tible
_:. i!i_Uti
1.7 %
Marginally compatible with single family, 33
63 60Marginally compatible with multiple family,
moderate outdoor use rand with multl--uoty,
limited outdoc_" u_e
50 dB 46 dB
55 51
57+4
Compatible with insulated muhl-stoty use; 12.3 65 60.2 61.9
incompat_le with single and multiple family
Incompatible with any reuldential land use 36.5 75 69,4 72.3
95 Highly Annoyed - 100 / [I + exp(ll.13 - 0.141L_)] (FICON, 1992)
9$ Highly Annoyed - 100 / II + e_( ! l.lT- 0.153Lc_n) ] (Galloway, 1981)
Highly Annoyed - 2.324 LCdn - 131,6 (Oklahoma C_t7 data)
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are inherentlymoredifficult to treatthanthoseof airport neighborhoods.Sonic
boomexposureproducedby militaryoperationsis generallysporadicratherthan
regular,highlyvariableanddifficult to predictaccurately(due to thevagariesof
longrangeacousticpropagationanduncertainflight tracks),andlikely to be
associatedwithnonlinearphysicaleffects.Regularexposureto sonicboomsnear
futureoverlandflight corridorsmaybesomewhateasierto predict.
Not only aretheremorecomplicationsandlooseendsin dealingwith impulsive
exposurethanwith generaltransportationnoise,but therearefar fewerdataabout
exposureeffects. Although several DoD and NASA-sponsored laboratory and
field studies on the annoyance of sonic booms have begun to contribute new
information, the body of information available for analysis is still considerably
smaller than for the case of general transportation noise.
Laboratory work, although useful for understanding how individuals' immediate
annoyance is affected by various aspects of impulsive signals, does not directly
produce the sorts of information needed to generate and interpret impacts at the
community level. Controlled field studies of longer term individual reactions can
serve as a bridge between laboratory and community studies, but are difficult to
design and conduct in ways that can test basic assumptions about the applicability
of the equal energy hypothesis to relatively infrequent sonic booms.
New technology, new assumptions, and new analyses are needed to identify and
test improved means of predicting the effects of sonic booms on exposed
individuals and communities.
Table HI. Relationship between numbers of sonic booms and land use
compatibility. (Calculations performed for N-waves with 0.5 ms rise time and a
duration of 350 ms, as described by Shepherd and Sullivan, 1991.)
1
2
4
8
1
2
4
g
1 1
2 2
4 4
8 8
"Comtructed from computed CSEL values
48 dB 2.1% n/a
51 3.3 n/a
54 5.2 rda
57 8.0 0.9
54 5.2 n/a
57 8.0 0.9
60 12.0 7.8
63 17.8 14.8
55 6.0 n/a
58 9.1 3.2
61 13.7 10.2
64 20.1 17.1
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ENDNOTES
1. The term "exposure" is commonly used in two ways. One use of the term implies
the time integral of intensity, while the other use implies the average sound intensity
over a specific time period. Intensity is the rate of flow of sound energy per unit area
per second. At distances from sound sources that are of interest in environmental
analyses, sound intensity is directly proportional to the square of sound pressure.
Thus, sound exposure is usually represented as the time integral of squared sound
pressure. This process is often referred to informally as "energy summation".
Magnitudes are reported in logarithmic terms. For example, sound exposure level is
10 times the logarithm to the base 10 of the ratio of sound exposure to a reference
exposure of 400 i_PaZ-seconds. In this logarithmic form, squared sound pressure is
called sound level and expressed in units of decibels. Sound level in decibel notation
is often expressed as an average (equivalent) sound level over a specified time interval
(usually 1 hour or 24 hours). Single events are often described by their sound
exposure level (SEL) with a reference time interval of one second.
2. This definition of "land use compatibility" does not deal directly with effects of
noise exposure on people. Furthermore, certain of the remedies commonly used in
airport neighborhoods to treat incompatible land uses (e.g., re-zoning land, insulating
residences, purchasing avigation easements) are inappropriate in the case of en route
exposure to sonic booms. Fidell (1992) contains additional discussion of the standard
approach to dealing with the compatibility of aircraft noise and land use.
3. According to Galloway (1981), "High-energy impulsive sounds of concern for
community response are ... those for which the C-weighted sound exposure level.., in
any 2-second period is greater than 85 decibels (or greater than 75 decibels at night)
and is 10 decibels greater than the C-weighted sound exposure level due to other
sources in any contiguous 2-second period. These levels correspond to peak
overpressures greater than approximately 105 decibels (95 decibels at night), that is,
greater than approximately 0.1 pounds per square foot.
4. The C-weighting network was selected in lieu of the A-weighting network in a
noise metric intended to characterize high energy impulsive noise because two
impulsive sounds with very different low frequency energy content may have the same
A-weighted sound pressure level. This follows equally from the insensitivity of the A-
weighting network to energy at frequencies below about 50 Hz, and from the fact that
the spectral peaks of common impulsive noises are often two octaves yet lower in
frequency.
Approximate equivalences between C-weighted measurements and A-weighted
measurements of a class of sounds (such as sonic booms) may nonetheless be
established in several ways. One such equivalence (between A-weighted and C-
weighted SEL values for sonic booms) is as follows:
CSEL = 0.68(SEL) + 40.5 dB
This relationship is derived from A- and C-weighted measurements of actual sonic
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boomsmadeoutdoors(Galloway,1981)andof recordingsof simulatedsonic
boomsmadeindoors(Pearsons,Tabachnick,Howe,Ahuja,andStevens,1993).It
isappropriateprimarilyfor estimatingA-weighted levels for characteristic sonic
booms with well-formed N shapes, but may also work reasonably well for sonic
booms which have propagated long distances through the atmosphere, or for sonic
booms occurring near the lateral cutoff distance.
5. It was tacitly accepted in preserving Schultz's assumptions that for purposes of
predicting community response due to impulsive noise exposure, startle was fully
accounted for by annoyance. It was likewise tacitly assumed that annoyance
associated with secondary emissions was fully accounted for by substitution of the C-
weighting network for the A-weighting network. ("Secondary emissions" are indoor
rattling sounds produced by nonlinear re-radiation of low frequency impulsive energy
from household contents.)
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Almospheric Turbulence
The propagation of" sonic booms through tile real atmosphere can have a pronounce clTect oll
tile signature received oll tile ground. It has been well established that turbulence in the lower
part of tile planetary boundary layer known as the mixing layer is a significant contributor to
the distortion of sonic boom_, as illustratcd in this figure. The changes in the atmospheric
conditions during a day and fi'om day to day results in a large variation in the sonic boom
signature measured on the ground for an aircraft [lying at a nominal operating condition at
different times of the day. The objective of this study is to evaluate the variability in the
loudness of" tlle booms due to these propagation effects.
ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE EFFECT
6 ol M,t.5
000'
Incident Shocks
"T_ _ Microphone
2,OOO'
/
/
Reflected Shocks
/
/
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BOOM Fi LE Dnlnl,nse Descriptions
The BOOM I:il.E database contahls oyerpressure distribution_ for 4.3 pas._es of the ._everal
types of aircraft previously mentioned. This data was collected using Boom Event Analyzer
Recorders (BEA R) and modified l.arson Davis IJ)700 Personal l)osimeters. These deviees were
arranged in a linear array of 13 microphones located perpendicular to the flight path at sideline
distances ranging from 0 miles (i.e., directly under the flight path) to roughly 20 miles as shown
in the figure. The aircraft flew across the microphone array with steady flight conditions which
were achieved several miles prior to reachhlg the microphones. BOOMFlI.l_ also contains
aircraft tracking data which consists of altitude, Mach number, climb angle, acceleration,
heading, and lateral and longitudinal position withrespect to a reference microphone. This data
is provided at one .¢eeond intervals for most of the aircraft overflights, l.hnited atmospheric
data was also eollected during the BOOMIqI.E tests. Tlds data consisted of" ground station
wind speed and direction, air pressure, and air temperature measured just prior to each set of
flyovers. Upper atmosphere rawinsonde data recorded at nearby weather station_ on the test
d,ays are also provided. This eonsists of wind _peed and direction, _ound speed, relative
humidity, dew point, temperature and pressure at 1,000 foot altitude intervals rangit_g from
roughly'2,500 to i00,000 fcet above mcau sca levcl (Refcrcncc I).
BOOMFILE MICROPHONE ARRAY
[18 ° 45'
o
i I •
118 ° 30'
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BOOMFILE Flight Conditions
Thc BO()MI:II_[! flight conditions arc listed in this tablc. The rangc ofcouditions is large From
Math 1.0 to 3.0 arid altitude ! 3,O00 [+tto 70,00() ft with 9 diffcrcnt aircraft, ilowevcr, rcpcat runs
of tile +;+"lilleaircraft ;.zt similar flight conditions are limited.
BOOMFILE Flight Conditions Summary
FLIGHT TRACK MACH ALTITUDE
DATE AIRCRAFT INTERSECTION NUMBER (Ft MSL)
3t JUL 87 F-4 * 57.8 1.20 16000
F-4 60.1 1.24 29200
F-4 60.6 1.29 29300
F-4 53.6 1.10 13000
F-4 59.2 1.10 14400
F-4 61.3 1.37 44400
T-38 58.6 1.00 13600
T-38 56.0 1.10 13000
T-38 59.5 1.11 29600
T-38 60.5 1.05 21200
03 AUG 87
AT-38 60.0 1.17 41400
AT-38 60.0 1.12 32300
AT'38 63.0 1.15 16700
AT'38 59.6 1.20 30300
AT-38 59.0 1.10 14000
F-15 61.5 1.38 41400
F-15 60.3 1.20 29700
F-15 60.6 1.10 12500
F-15 60.0 1.13 15200
F-15 59.0 1.28 31000
F-15 _.0 1.42 45000
F-15 60.0 1.40 45500
04 AUG 87
F-16 57.0 1.25 29500
F-16 60.0 1.43 46700
F-16 58.8 1.17 19300
F-16 59.5 1.13 14400
F-16 60.6 1.12 13800
F-16 60.5 1.25 30000
SR-71 60.8 2.50 6/,800
SR'71 * 59.8 3.00 73000
SR'71 59.4 1.23 32400
SR'71 62.0 1.70 52000
05 AUG 87
F-
F-
F-18 60.0 1.30 30000
F-18 59.6 1.40 44700
F-18 58.0 1.10 14200
F-18 59.8 1.30 30000
F'18 59.8 1.43 45000
F'18 * 59.8 1.10 13000
F-14 56.2 1.20 31500
F'14 62.0 1.27 16500
1110 59.8 1.20 14000
111D 59.8 1.40 45000
06 AUG 87
07 AUG 87 F-111D 58.3 1.25 29900
BOON AT SITE O0
(Local Time)
08:41:20
07:48:33
07:58:33
08:08:04
I0:29:59
10:43:22
10:05:35
10:12:15
12:28:18
12:38:17
07:19:41
07:30:09
07:36:66
09:14:06
09:23:15
07:56:42
08:04:06
08:10:13
10:46:15
11:02:18
11:11:28
11:34:21
09:06:05
09:33:54
09:44:51
11:44:24
11:54:39
12:04:46
09:26:12
10:55:12
11:08:38
12:35:51
07:44:12
07:57:05
08:10:36
10:22:47
10:34:14
10:68:38
08:28:45
10:43:43
11:68:18
12:04:44
10:50:26
For each of these flights, except where
asterisk, tracking data are provided
noted by an
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XB-70 Dalabase Descriptions
The XB-70 database (Reference 2) consists of frequency spectra and overpressure time histories
for 3q [lights (51 runs) of the XB-70 aircraft. The data was collected at several ground stations
using a microphone, tuning unit, d.c. amplifier, and FM tape recorder setup played back into
a recording oscillograph. The oscillograph plots were tl!en digitized using an optical scanning
system. [n this test program the microphones were arranged in one of two configurations,
either three ground and one pole or six ground and two pole microphones all located within a
200 foot by 200 foot grid pattern shown in the figure. The location of the measurement site
with respect to the aircraft flight patl_ for different runs ranged from directly overhead to a
sideline distance of over 15 miles. Each run is considered as one flight over one cluster of 4 or
8 microphones. Atmospheric data for the XB-70 database consists of digitized trace plots for
temperature and wind speed parallel and perpendicular to the flight path for all runs. The
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association provided pressure, temperature, wind, and
relative humidity vs altitude profile rawinsonde data at 12:00 and 24:00 hours. They also
provided limited test site climatological data consisting of temperature, wind speed and
direction, cloud cover description, and dew point within an hour of each run. This database
has more repeat runs than IIOOMFII.E, however, the sideline distance to the microphone
cluster varied significantly from run to run (Reference 2).
XB-70 MICROPHONE CLUSTER ARRANGEMENTS
Microphone
Flight Path
200 r! ""-.... """.:
..............,,,....,_.. 1001
",,
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XB-70FlightConditions
Thc Nightcol_dition_of thc Xll-70 databascarc listcd in this tablc.
X B-70 SONIC BQ.OM LOG
(for flights of March 4, 1965 through May 27, 1966)
DJI_
r1161 Date
&ICl- T/O T/O Fit. Boom Boom Boom Booa L4nd
Fit | TI_ Qr.Wt. TL_ Time Hach Alt Qr.Wt. Or._t
3-4-68 1-7 1018 480K 1=37 i 1114 1.83 60500 337[ 297[
2 4-20-65 1-10 1113 610[ 1:42 1213 1.80 48000 3501 300K
3 7-1-65 t-14 0650 6i0K 1:44 0800 2.80 66000 310[ 285K
4 7-27-65 1-15 0707 510I 1:43 0732 1.23 32000 4231 300K
5 8-10-65 2-2 0700 470[ 1:27 0740 L.38 42300 357[ 310K
S 8-18-65 2-3 1220 490K 1:58 1330 1.40 46000 381[ 305K
7 6-20-65 2-4 1115 493[ 2:04 1159 1.42 42500 387_ 2951
8 9-22-65 1-16 1200 510K 1:57 1225 1.50 33800 4581 300R
9 9-29-65 2-6 1147 495K 2:04 1220 1.35 33000 4401 2951
10 10-5-65 2-7 1213 495[ 1:40 1243 1.42 31000 4381 295K
11 10-11-66 2-8 1310 515K 1:55 1332 1.61 34000 423R 295[
12 10-14-65 1-17 0908 510K 1:47 0838 1.76 41000 433[ 300R
13 10-18-65 2-9 0912 5201 1:43 1027 1.40 50000 3131 295[
14 11-2-65 2-11 1i26 520[ 1:54 1265 1.60 50500 317[ 295K
15 11-4-65 1-18 1019 515[ 2:04 1105 1.87 41500 357I 300K
16 11-18-65 1-21 1233 6151 2:02 1335 1.61 41500 348[ 300K
17 11-30-65 1-22 0900 5161 1:59 1010 1.52 53000 325[ 295K
18 12-1-65 2=13 0902 525K 2:02 1030 2.31 60000 3281 297K
19 12-2-65 1-23 0915 5151 1:60 1040 1.79 54000 3171 3001
20 12-3-65 2-14 0906 5201 1:65 1030 2.48 65500 329K 3001
21 12-10-65 1-28 1230 816[ 2:18 1315 L.55 30500 436K --
(2nd run) w._ 14o0 1.25 38000 371R 295R
22 12-11-65 2-15 0858 5201 2:03 0918 1.50 37000 454K --
(2nd run) .... 1020 2.90 70000 321K 3001
23 12-21-65 2-16 1307 5101 1:49 1427 2.92 70000 3211 300K
24 1-3-66 2-17 OgOl 5201 1:52 1020 2.91 69500 317R 2g5K
25 1-11-66 1-31 0?02 447K 1:35 0750 1.80 44900 3691 2951.
26 1-12-66 2-18 0855 5251 1:48 10!8 2.08 86000 2971 2901
27 1-15-66 1-33 1108 450E 1:27 1153 1.78 45100 3731 290[
28 3-4-65 1-38 1055 5231 2:27 1140 1.75 41000 446K
(2nd 8tetlen-n_ue run) -_ 1140 1.82 42000 4451 2931
29 3-7-68 !-37 1402 5209 2:19 1532 1.17 41000 3441 --
(2nd etatlon-eeJe run) .... 1532 1.17 40000 343R 2051
30 3-15-66 2-24 0g09 535[ 1:59 1030 2.66 60500 310R --
(2nd otatJon-ee®e run) .... 1030 2.66 69300 3109 293K
31 3-17-66 2-25 0847 535[ 1:52 1015 2.74 66000 3061 --
(2nd etatlen-eame run) 1015 2.74 66000 308K 297K
32 3-t9-66 2-26 1040 5301 1:57 1210 2.84 70300 305K
(2nd etat|on-eame run) 1210 2.84 70300 304K 291R
33 3-28-66 1-40 0950 5201 1:41 1053 1.00 51000 31gK --
(2nd statlon-e_e run} ,--i 1053 1.00 51000 31gK 300R
34 3-29-66 2-29 1027 5301 1:61 1137 1.56 44000 314K --
(2rid etat|on-oeme run) "--- 1137 1.56 44000 314K --
...... " ........ (2nd run) _-- 1152 1.38 30400 304K --
(2nd 8tetlon-2nd run) -_- 1152 1.36 36400 304K 300K
35 4-5-66 1-42 1026 520[ 2:01 1138 1.55 52000 3341 295R
36 4-21-66 1-45 1539 524K 2_02 1646 2.26 63000 338K 290K
37 4-23-66 2-35 1120 5251 2:01' 1140 1.11 32000 4681
(2nd atatlon-oa_e run) .... 1140 1,18 32000 4671 --
............... (2nd run) .... 1265 2.20 64000 3621 --
(2nd etatlon-2nd runl .... I255 2.20 64000 3621 3101
38 8-L6-66 2-38 0900 520K 2:09 1040 1.30 44300 3211 300R
39 5-27-68 2-42 II00 520[ ='08 1240 1.24 39000 3101 3001
Total number of sonic boom flights = 39
Total number of sonic boom runs = 51
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Analysis Progression
Thi._ figure ._how._ tile organization for the remainder o[" tile pre._entation, beginning with a
de,_eription of the varial_les calculated in what will be referred to as the e×tended database. The
analysis of" these calculated parameters with respect to the aircraft flight conditions and flight
times is reviewed. The analy._i,_ then is focused on time o[" day variations. l'hi,_ is Followed by
l_urther analysis in term._ of laleral cutolT and morning v_ afternoon comparison,_.
OUTLINE
• EXTENDED DATABASE
• VARIABILITY IN OVERPRESSURE, RISE TIME, AND LOUDNESS WITH
FLIGHT CONDITIONS
• SONIC BOOM VARIABILITY IN REPEAT FLIGHTS
• VARIABILITY WITH TIME OF DAY
• VARIABILITY IN BOOM SYMMETRY
• STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTION BY LATERAL DISTANCE
• STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTION BY TIME OF DAY
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Extended Datahase
Scvcral noise mctrics and variou._ catcgorics of" rise time were dctcrmincd for each point ill tile
BO()M I:! 1.I! and XB-70 databa._cs. These quantities, listed in the figure, arc available in tabular
and digital format. Awl cxamplc of this extended database is shown.
ANALYSIS PARAMETERS
• MAXIMUM OVERPRESSURE, Pmax
• STEVENS MARK VII PERCEIVED NOISE LEVEL, PLdB
• A-WEIGHTED SOUND EXPOSURE LEVEL, ASEL
• C-WEIGHTED SOUND EXPOSURE LEVEL, CSEL
• RISE TIME FROM 10% TO 90% Pmax
• RISE TIME TO 50% Pma×
• RISE TIME TO 75% Pmax
• RISE TIME TO 100% Pmax
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Prediction Mel hod
The noise mctrics for the measured boom signatures were compared to metrics for signatures
predicted using Carlson's simplified method (Reference 3) option of the sonic boom analysis
program MDBOOM (Reference 4). In this technique, a ._imple F-function input is scaled to the
local conditions. The scaling factors used are the lift parameter, K_. determined from the aircraft
Mach number, weight, length, and local pressure, and the shape parameter, Ks determined
from the aircraft type and K_. as shown in the figure. Ks is then used to scale the simple
F-function of the figure by the factor shown. The signature is then evolved to the microphone
(far field), resulting in a cliange of amplitude. An aging or steepening calculation is then
performed to arrive at the signatt, re propagated through _l non-turbulent atmosphere (ideal
N-wave).
SIMPLIFIED SONIC BOOM PREDICTION PROCEDURE
.08
.04
0 .01 .02 .03
Lift parameter, K L
Enter lift parameter K L o=
K L = H
1.4PvM2 Z 2 f_
Select shape factor K S
s2_
-3.46KS 2
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Flight Condition Groups
For _onic boom variability analysis tile BOOMFII.E and XB70 data were each divided into
Four groups based on aircraft altitude and Mach number values. The range of flight conditions
for thcse groups arc shown in the figurc.
FLIGHT CONDITIONS
BOOMFILE DATABASE
.=
-RANGE GROUP 1 GROUP 2 GROUP 3 GROUP 4
A titude (feet) 10,000 - 20,000 25,000 - 35,000 40,000 - 50.000 50,100 - 80,000
Mach number 1.05- 1.30 1.10- 1.40 1.10- 1.50 1.50 - 3.50
Sideline Distance 0 - 45,000 0 - 55,000 0 - 80,000 0 - 60,000
(feet)
XB70 DATABASE
RANGE
Altitude (feet)
Mach number
Sideline Distance
(feet)
GROUP 1
30,000 - 40,000
1.17-: rs5
o- 5o,ooo
GROUP 2
40.100 - 50,000
i.17- 1.87
0- 80,000
GROUP 3 GROUP 4
501i00- 60,000 60,100- 72,000
1.55- 2.31
0 - 70,000
2.05 - 2.92
0- 80.000
2O0
Overpressure Variability Dependence on Flight ('onditions
('omparisons bctween mcasurcd and calculated data wcrc made for the various metrics and risc
times as they varied with ._ideline distance. The high altitude / high Mach number group,
bottom figu(e, shows very good agreement between measured maximum overpressures and
predicted maximum overpressures (assuming t,niform non-turbulent atmosphere). For the low
altitude / Mach number group, upper figure, the comparison is relatively poor. While the
measurements in both groups include the effects of" propagation through the lower layer of
turbulent atmosphere, the high altitude / high Mach number group represents flights where
meast, rements are well within the lateral cutoff, where the boom has already propagated an
adequate distance so that the 'shock is in an equilibrium state prior to entering the lowest 5,000
feet of the atmosphere, and where the propagation through the atmosphere is more vertical than
the low altitude / low Mach number flights, l'hese can be expected to reduce variability in
measurements and improve theory - data agreement. These plots include morning as well as
afternoon flights.
OVERPRESSURE VARIABILITY
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Rise Time Variability Dependence nn Flight Conditions
The variability in tile rise times (measured From IO% to 90% Pro,,) ['or two groups of
measuremcnts is plotted in thcsc figures. Again, thc low altitude / low Math number group (top
figurc) shows a widcr range of" values (up to .50.3 mscc) compared to the smaller variation (up
to I 1.8 scc) For the high altitude / high Math numbcr group (bottom figure).
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Loudness Variability Dependence on Flight Conditions
These figures illustrate that, as would be expected based on the observations of previous figures,
tile loudness ol" tile measured and predicted booms are in good agreement for tile high altitude
/ high Mach number fligilt groups (bottom figurc). I:or tile low altitude / low Mach number
altitude group tile loudness valucs of the mcasurcd booms are scattcrccl around the prcdicted
boom Iou(lne._s values (top figure). For the other fi-eq.ency donmin mctrics, ASI[I. and CSF+I+,
similar comparisons were notcd.
LOUDNESS VARIABILITY
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Sonic Boom Vnriahility in Repent Flights
The BO()MI:II.I_ database !1as a limited number of repeat flights (i.e., same aircraft at
nominally the same flight conditions). Analysis of measurements from two such sets are shown.
Thc first set consists of two flights of Fi6 aircraft at an altitude of 14,000 feet. The second set
consists of two flights o[" I:15 aircraft at a highcr altitude of 45,000 feet. In each case, the repeat
flight_ were madc within a fcw minutcs of the first flight. These plots thus provide a real
representation of thc variability in sonic boom measurements due to propagation effects, It ca_
bc noticed that thc lower altitude runs (top figure) show a greater variability in sonic boom
maxinlum ovcrprcssure compared to the highcr altitude runs (bottom figure).
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SONIC BOOM VARIABILITY IN REPEAT FLIGHTS
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Sonic Boom Variahility in Repeat Flights
'l'he_e plots show that tile lower altitude runs (top figure) have greater variability rise time
compared to the higher altitude runs (bottom figurc).
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Sonic B(mm VariMfility in Repeat Flights
These plot,_ show that the lower ahitude runs (top figure) have greater variabilhy in loudness
compared to the higher altitude runs (bottom figure).
SONIC BOOM VARIABILITY IN REPEAT FLIGHTS
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S_mic Boom Variability in a Repeal Data Point
Data from two different flights at similar flight conditions roughly i0 minutes apart show the
effect propagation through the atmosphere has on sonic booms. The overpressure plots show
that the i 1:44 flight resulted maximum overpressure of 5.19 psfand a rise time of 5 ins whereas
the 11:54 flight yielded a maximum overpressure of 2.66 psf with a rise time of 6.875 ms. The
difference in loudness between these two booms was 3.1 PldB. The spectra plot shows that the
11:44 flight had less low frequency noise (below 200 IIz) and more high frequency noise (abov e
200 I lz) than the 11:54 flight.
SONIC BOOM VARIABILITY IN A REPEAT DATA POINT
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Variahilitywith Time of Day
The measuremcl)t,_ set up in the XB-70 database used cithcr a three or six ground microphone
ctu,_tcr in a 200 by 200 foot ,_quarc, Only minor variations are expected from one microphone
to thc othcr in the absence of" significant propagation clTects. Atmospheric turbulence and thus
thc propagation are expected to vary with the time or the day. The figure examines the
variation in ma×imum overprcssure with time of'day. The data points arc for flight conditions
Math = 1.17 to 1.87 and ahhude -- 40,000 f`t to 50,000 ft (identified as Group 2 previously),
The variation in values from one cluster to another is due to differences in operating conditions
and ,_idcline distances but The variations within a cluster are duc to propagation dilTcrences. It
can be noticed in tiffs figure that the variability in maximum overpres_ure is very small for
morning flights (prior to I IAM). Around noon and in the afternoon this variability increases
a little.
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Variability with Time of Day
This figure shows tile variation in ri._e time with time of day. The data points are lot flight
conditions Mach = !.17 to 1.87 and altitude = 40,000 f't to 50,000 rt (identified as Group 2
previously). The variation in values from one cluster to another i._ due to dilTerence,¢ in
operating conditions and ,_ideline distances but. the variations within a cluster are due to
propagation difl'erences. The rise time shows a large increa,ce in variability in the afternoon.
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Variahility with Time of Day
This figure examines the variation in loudness with time of day. The data points are for flight
conditions Mach = i.17 to 1.87 and ahitude --- 40,000 ['t to 50,000 13.(identified as Group 2
previously). The variation in values From one clustcr to another is due to differences in
operating conditions and sideline distances but the variations within a cluster are due to
propagation differences. It can be noticed in this figure that the variability in loudness can be
as much as I0 PI.dB in the measured data. Similar variability in loudness was noticed in groups
1,3, and 4 of the XB-70 database with the higher altitude runs generally having slightly lower
varia hility.
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Variability in Boom Synmmlry
Sonic boom asymmetry was determined by tile difference between overpressure, PI.dB, ASEI.,
or CSF.I. calculated separately for the compression portion and the expansion portion of the
sonic boom signature. The variability in A overpressure For the lower altitude / lower Math
number group of flights (top figure) is slightly greater than the high altitude / high Mach
number group of flights (bottom figure). The lower values and smaller variability in A
overpressurc (front shock) for the higher altitude/highcr Math number group is consistent with
the near N-wave signatures and reduced atmospheric elTccts associated with these signatures in
this altitude group.
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Variability in Boom Symmetry
Sonic boom asymmetry was determined by the difference bctween overpressure, PLdB, ASEI.,
or ('SI;I. calculated separatcly for tile compression portion and the expansion portion of the
sonic boom signature. The variability in A PI.dB in tile lower altitude / lower Mach number
grot, p of [lights (top figure) is slightly greater than tile high altitude / high Mach number group
of flights (bottom figure). In the "afternoon hours", the asymmetry in loudness has a greater
variability than the asymmetry in overpressure (previously shown). This is an indication of the
larger effect of"atmospheric turbulence on rise time.
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Statistical Dislrilmtion
The XB-70 database was divided into two data groups - those within 50 percent of the
calculated lateral cutoff distance (dye) and those outside of this boundary. Such a grouping has
bccn used in Reference 5 in the analysis of BOOMFII.F. data. The hi,_tograms these figures
represent tile distribution of measured maximum ovcrpressure values (normalized by the
corresponding calculated uniform atmospheric rnaximunl overpressure) in the database for these
two groups. It can be seen that for the below 50% dye group (bottom figure) maximum
ovcrpressure distribution is nearly symmetric and has approximately a normal distribution
shape with shorter skirts (smaller variance) away from the mean value. By comparison, the
above 50% dye group (top figure) shows a large variability in measured maximum overpressure.
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Statistical Distribution
The XB-70 database was divided into two data groups - those within 50 percent of the
calculated lateral cutoffdistance (dyc) and those outside of this boundary. Such a grouping has
been u_ed in Reference 5 in tile analysis oF BOOMI:II.F. data. The histograms in these figures
represent the distribution oF the difference between measured and calculated (uniform
atmosphere as_tmled) loudness in the XB-70 database for these two groups. The below 50",;,
dye group (bottom figure) has a symmetric distribution with a -0.15 dB mean for PL .... - PL_o;¢
whereas the above 50%, dyc group (top figure) has a hi-modal type distribution with a -I.7 dB
mean and larger variance al_out the mean,
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Statistical Distribution by Time of Day
The variability of measured maximum overpressurc in the below 50"/,, dye group was further
analyzed in terms of tile time of day to statistically quantify the turbulence effects. The
histogram in top figure shows that tile maximum overpressure measurements for the morning
(before I lain) flights have a smaller variability than for flights which occur after i lain (bottom
figure). While the mean values of maximum overpressure in tile two plots are not very different,
tile mean values occurs more frequently before I lain than after I lain (i.e., the afternoon
distribution has a larger variance). This trend was also observed in the sonic boom
nleasurement program at White Sands Missile Range (Reference 6).
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Statistical Distribution by Time of Day
The variability of measured loudness in tile below 50% dyc group was further analyzed in terms
of tim time of day to statistically quantify the turbulence effects. The histogram in top figure
shows that the loudness measurements for the morning (beFore I lam) flights have a smailcr
variability than for flights which occur aRcr !!am (bottom figure).
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Summary
The BOOMFII.E and XB70 databases were analyzed in various calculated metrics and rise
times which are available in electronic format. "File variation in boom loudness was observed
to be as much as 10 PI.dB with larger variation occurring in the lower altitude / lower Mach
number flights, afternoon flights, and outside the carpet semi-span. Analysis of asymmetry
showed that dilTerences of up to 12 dB occurred and wa._ greater for lower altitude / lower Mach
number flights.
SUMMARY
• ANALYZED VARIABILITY IN SONIC BOOM SIGNATURE PARAMETERS AND
METRICS (DUE TO ATMOSPHERIC PROPAGATION) USING BOOMFILE AND
XB-70 DATABASES
• 10 dB VARIABILITY IN BOOM LOUDNESS POSSIBLE
• GREATER VARIABILITY OBSERVED IN
LOWER ALTITUDE I LOWER MACH NUMBER FLIGHTS
AFTER MID-MORNING FLIGHTS
MEASURMENTS OUTSIDE 50% OF SONIC BOOM CARPET SEMI-SPAN
• UP TO 12 dB ASYMMETRY OBSERVED
• VARIABILITY IN BOOM ASYMMETRY GREATER FOR LOWER ALTITUDE I
LOWER MACH NUMBER FLIGHTS
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Figure 1
Outline of presentation.
SONIC BOOMS AND MARINE MAMMALS
Bill Cummings
Oceanographic Consultants
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Figure 2
Examples of baleen (blue whale, top) and toothed (bottlenose dolphin,
bottom) whales.
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Figure 4
Examples of other marine mammals: Amazon manatee (top), sea otter
(bottom).
T.riclTechtt._ in tmgttis
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Figure 5
Estimated population sizes of selected large whales (from Gaskin).
WHALE POPULATION SIZE
|1
Sperm Whale over 567,800
Bowhead Whale about 2,500
Right Whale about 3,500
Gray Whale between 7,000-15,000
Humpback Whale between 3,000-5,000
Blue Whale between 7,000-13,000
Fin Whale about 88,000
Sel Whale about 130,000
Bryde's Whale over 80,000
Minks Whale between 113,000-646,780
T_. BEST ESTIMATESOF LARGE _IALE POPULATIO_ISIZES (DATAFRCM
GASKle;ic_(2).
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Figure 6
Sound source
sources).
levels of selected species of marine mammals (various
MARINE MAMMAL SOUND SOURCE LEVELS
dB re 1 I_Pa, lm
Baleen Whales 131 - 189
Toothed Whales 135-200
Seals 95-180
Sea Lion, Walrus 157- 172
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Figure 7
Audiograms of five toothed whale species(from indicated sources).
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AUDIOGRAMS OF FIVE TOOTHED WHALES
(adapted from Fay, 1988)
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1- Bottlenose dolphin (,Johnson)
2- Amazon River dolph,n (Jacobs & Hall)
3- Killer whale (Hall & Johnson)
4- Harbor porpoise (Andersen)
5- Beluga whale (White et ai.)
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Figure 8
Audiograms of five pinnipeds (from indicated sources).
AUDIOGRAMS OF FIVE PINNIPEDS
(adapted from Fay, 1988)
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1- California sea lion (Schusterman et al., 1972)
2- Harbor seal (Mohl, 1968)
3- Ringed seal (Terhune & Ronald, 1975)
4- Harp seal (Terhune & Ronaid, 1972)
5- Northern fur seal (Schusterman & Moore, 1978)
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Figure 9
Sound spectra from a sonic boom at the water's surface and at depths
indicated, compared to spectra of typical, low and high oceanic ambient
noise (after Cook).
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PENETRATION OF A SONIC BOOM INTO THE OCEAN
(adapted from Cook et ai., 1972)
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Figure 10
Sound spectrum of a sonic boom as measured at 15 ft depth, compared to
average hearing curves of selected pinniped and toothed-whale species.
Sonic Boom Spectrum Vs Pinniped
and Toothed-Whale Hearing Curves
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Figure 11
This study showed that marine mammal distributions will coincide with
SS aircraft sonic booms. Depending upon the species and location,
marine mammals will sense, not sense, or questionably sense sonic
booms. Marine mammals probably will not be harmed physically. It is
not probable that whale or swimming pinniped behavior will be
significantly affected by sonic booms. Hauled out pinnipeds may or may
not be affected by booms possibly depending upon species, age, and
behavior at the time of the boom. There is little doubt that marine
mammals will habituate to some extent.
C  CLUSa 3 S
COINCIDENCE +
SENSATION + - ?
DIRECT PHYSICAL HARM -
BEHAVIORAL EFFECTS
Whales -
Swimming Pinnipeds -
Hauled-Out Pinnipeds + - ?
HABITUATION + ?
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Figure 12
There has only been one experimental study (Sea World) on one species
of pinniped using simulated sonic booms and none based upon real
booms. No studies have been undertaken on the effects of sonic booms
on any other marine mammals. I recommend early contacts with the
National Research Council and Acoustical Society of America
committees, with the regulatory authorities at the National Marine
Fisheries Service, and with the Marine Mammal Commission. Low cost,
comparatively easily facilitated studies may be undertaken on captive
porpoises and pinnipeds using simulated booms for the purpose of
determining any effects or habituation. However, regulatory
authorities may not require such studies. A marine mammal permit
should be applied for well before any decision is made regarding
technical feasibility of the overall program.
REC  ME DAT   ]S
EARLY CONTACTS (NRC, ASA, NMFS, MM COMMISSION
CONDUCT SYMPOSIUM (CONJUNCTION WITH SMM) '
SSB TESTS ON CAPTIVE PORPOISES & PINNIPEDS
(ONLY IF REQUIRED BY NMFS)
HABITUATION TESTS
(ONLY IF REQUIRED BY NMFS)
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